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ASBSUElfjcfion $oard disqualifies Osterloh's candidacy
Boise State University
by Jeff Faulkner
and Rosemary E. Hardin
The University News
In a decision made late Thurs-
day by the ASBSU Election Board,
Sen. Curtis Osterloh was disquali-
fied from re-election in last week's
voting for "Election Code viola-
tions."
According to Election Board
Chair Tamara Sandmeyer, a "stale-
ment of fact," which is a formal
complaint form, was filed by BSU
'slUdent Eric Love against Osterloh
because of what Love called "falsi-
fications of fact" included in a
campaign letter mailed to Morrison
Hall residents, Osterloh mailed the
November 13, 1989
lcucr after Love-announced in the enly claimed the total costs of the
Residential Dining Hall Nov. 2 that MLK Celebration, approximately
if Osterloh were re-elected, Love $9,000, would only pay honorar-
would begin formal recall efforts hun fees for Martin Luther King III.
against Osterloh because of his TIle board also found Osterloh
inconsistent voting record. wrote Dr. Keiser was not contacted
Sandmeyer said the board rc-. regarding a Morrison Center waiver
viewed Love's seven complaints" fec for the celebration when in fact
threw out three and issued a state- Keiser was consulted.
mcnt which cited four falsifica- The third finding states the
tions and imposed sanctions. senator falsely attributed a corn-
The first falsification was that ment to a spokesperson from the
Osterloh claimed in his letter that Black Student Union. The state-
the Black Student Union endorsed mcnt, that dorm residents have no
Senate Bill #3 when in fact it was representation in the Senate, was
the Martin Luther King, Jr., Com- actually made by Mack Sermon,
miucc which supported the lcgisla- president of the Phi Kappa Delta.
tion, Senate ~ill #3 requested Finally, the Election Board
ASBSU funding for January's MLK found Osterloh violated the clcc-
Celebration. Osterloh also mistak- tion code by not submitting his let-
',Scheffercleans up in election
byCeleste Tritz
,The University News'
Newly re-elected ASBSU Sen.
Karen Scheffer finished off the BSU
general election with the highest
support-s-l 17 votes. Scheffer said
sho is pleased with the election re-
sults.
'''The three new members arcall good and the re-elected ones will.
stand as agoQdexample forthenew
senators," she Said. .
Scheffersaid she' was im-
pressed with howthe election board
handled thccontrovcrsy over Curtis
Osterloh ..The board rose above the
controversy ~'1d handled it tt> the
best of tlleir ability, she said.
"Curtis was a goOd senator, but
we need to Pl1taUtllis behind us and
work together," sl~esaid,
Mark Jonos/Th. Unlv.,,1ty N.ws
Karen SCheffer naps Thursday night while awaltlng electron
results.
Scheffer. said that the senate
has been polarized by the election,
especially the recall and controversy
surrounding Osterloh.' -
"We have to remember what
we arc here for~tlle students. And
now we need to get down to busi-.
ness," she said.
Some issuesfacingtlle Senate,
will, be .optional bike registration
enabling stolen bikes to be traced
more effectively, the security prob-
lem, additional campus lighting and
the possibility of implementing an
escorlsystem, 'Scheffer said. The
senate also willbc taking a closer
look at campus parking and col-
laborating with tl1c intra.?,lUrnlboard,
Volume X Issue Eleven
VIetnam Veteran Major Promo-
table Randy Dillon addressed
veterans and ROTC members
Friday at the Veterans Day cere-
mony near the library, Dillon Isa
BSUfootball alumnus,
tcr to the Election Board for ccrtifl-
cation. According to the election
code, "All campaign materials must
be submitted to the Election Board
and receive certification prior to
distribution."
Sandmeyer said the board is-
sued two sanctions in which Oster-
loh had 24 hours to comply. She
said he was to have scntouta retrac-
tion to his letter to all Morrison Hall
residents, Love and herself, Sando.
meyer said he complied with that
sanction.
TIle. the second sanction, ac-
cording to Sandmeyer, stated that.
Osterloh was to extend a public
apology to Love n the form of a
letter to the editor of The Univcrsity
News concerning thcfalsifications.
Sandmeyer said Osterloh did
not comply with that sanction and
and referred to a third sanction
which read, "One more violation of
the Election Code can result in more
severe sanctions." Because Oster-
loh did not provide a publ ic apology
to Love it ultimately resulted in his
disqualification, Sandmeyer said.
"He knew that meant disqualifica-
tion," she added.
"Why should I publicly apolo-
gize to the entire student body for a
-lcttcr that was only sent 10 80?" said
Osterloh.
Osterloh is appealing the Eke- '
tion Board's findings to the Judicio
'ary because he believes the board
see Osterloh, pagc 13
c ,·;, .' '
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The top elgn! vote-getters were (;)Iected t6theASBSU Senate ..
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Jay Pelton
wins Idaho
Victory Award
Jerry "Jay" Pelton, a 1988
BSU graduate, has been selected
by Gov. Cecil D. Andrus to
. bcthe 1989recipientoftheIdaho
state Victory Award;
The award is presented each
year as part of the national Vic-
tory Awards, sponsored by the
National Rehabilitation Hospi-
tal in Washington, D.C. Victory
Awards have been given annu-
ally since 1986to individuals
who have faced significant ad-
versity and triumphed.
A promising athlete, Pelton
was injured in a high school
football game in Sept. 1983,
leaving him paralyzed from the
neck down. He wenton to gradu-
ate on schedule witl) his, class
, from Prairie High School in
Cottonwood, Id.
In 1984,PeltonentercdBSU
where he studied business ad-
ministration with an emphasis
on humanrcsources. At BSU,
Pelton was active in Barrier
Bustcrs,a student group that
promotes disability awarcnesson
campus and throughout the
community, He graduated in
1988 with a bachelor's in busi-
ness management with an em-
phasis on human resources.
Pelton, 24, is currently on
contract to the Idaho State Insur-
ance Fund as a project researcher
and trainer and plans to return to
school in 1990 to study for a
master's degree in adult educa-
tion.
A memberoftheGovernor's
Committee on Employment of
People with Disabilities, Pelton
said: "I wish that I could answer
people's questions about my
disability instead of having them
. .
Jane Giles winsWhife Roseassume what they do not know. Iwant to continue to educate
people and help them to under-
stand that' disabled docs not mean
unabled.'''
Previous recipients of the na-
tional Victory Award include
U.S. Sen. Robert Dole, R-Kan.,
actresses Ann J illian and Marlee
Matlin, singer Sammy Davis Jr.
and disability rights advocate Ted
Kennedy Jr.
This year's national award
winners include country singer
Barbara Mandrell. U.S. Sen.
Daniel Inouye of Hawaii, singer
Julio Iglesias and disabled ath-
letes Bill Demby and Skip Wilk-
ins.
Pelton will represent Idaho
Nov. 6atthe fourth annual awards
gala at the John F. Kennedy
Center for the Performing ArL~in
Washington. He also will be
entered into nominations for fu-
ture national Victory Awards.
For additional information,
call Wendy Webster of the Vic-
tory Awards at (202) 298-6900.
Jane Giles, coordinator of Boise
State's Joint Partnership Training
Act program, was named one of 12
recipients of the White Rose award.
The award is given annually to
outstanding Idaho women by, the
Idahochaptcr of the March ofDimes
Birth Defects Foundation. The
recipients received their awards at a
benefit lunch Oct. 26 in Boise.
Giles has been a membcrofthe .
Mayor's Committee for Employing
the Handicapped and Older Work-
ers, Lcs Boise Prospectors, RISE
and YWCA Career Center. She
also is a member of the Idaho-Ore- .
gon-Ncvada Appaloosa HorseClub
and South Boise Little League
board.
Giles earned a bachelor's de-
gree in 1976 from Southern Illinois
University, Carbondale, Ill.
AsJTPA coordinator at BSU,
Giles matchesqualified low-income
students in the to-county area of
"I wasnt rubbing
it in- Ijust wanted
Eddie to know
the score of
last nights game.~~
Go ahead and gloat. You can
rub it in all the way to Chicago
with AT&TLong Distance Service.
.Besides, your best friend Eddie
was the onewho said your team
could never win three' straight. '
So give him a call, It costs a
lot less than you think to let him
know Who'sheaded for the Playoffs.
Reach out and touch someone"
Ifyoutllike to know more about
A1&Tproductsandservlces, like
.International Culling and the A1&T
Curd, call us at 1 800222-0300.
··AlaT
The right choice.
The University News
Don't eat athing on the Thursday before
Thanksgiving.
Then join the six million Americans who,
since 1973,have mailed us the money they
saved to support our life-saving projects.
You'Unot only learn what it's like to go ..
hungry, - -' .
You'U !mow how good it feels to help
those who are.
Please write: "Fast for a World Harvest,"
115Broadway, Dept. 4000, Boston, MA
02116.0rcallfor - Oxfam ~more information: " ., ~ ,
(617)482-1211. ,A~'~l
a....:-- ----:-,.~,..----- ~---------~---...;.--.:....J . .' l1l11encal
southwestern Idaho with federally
funded job training programs.
The other 11 women honored
were: Carol Andrus, first lady of
Idaho; Belly Lou Donclley, owner
of ETC Advertising and Public Re-
lations; LydiaJustice Edwards.state
treasurer; Leslie Goddard, deputy
attorney general' with the Human
Rights Commission; and Nancy
Graley, longtime community vol-
unteer.
Also, Connie Hogland, execu-
tive director of Boise Neighbor-
hood Housing Services Inc.; Patri-
cia J. Kcmpthorne, owner of Com-
pany Care Design and first lady of
Boise; Marie L. Sausman, events
producer for the Idaho Centennial
Commission; Beverly Silva, dircc-·
tor of Women's Life at S1. Luke's
Regional Medical Center; Mary B.
Smith, chair of the March of Dimes
50th Anniversary; and Patricia G.
Young, Boise County magistrate
judge.
Mary Cunningham Agee was
honorary chair of the White Rose
luncheon, which was established in
1983 by Idaho March of Dimes di-
rector Imogene Carico.
,Sometimes
you arewhat
YOUd9n~eat
Think fast
November 16.
.':-
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BerlinWall opens as thousands flock to freedom
tier from guard towers stretching
By John Orntclnskl . from the Baltic Sea to Czcchoslo-
Apple College Information Network vakia. They overlook a denuded,
treeless, no-man's land prowled by
WASHINGTON -- The Cold killer German shepherd dogs.
War's over. .This relic of World War II marks
It ended not with a bang but a the dividing line settled at the 1945
whimper, Yalta conference among Britain's
In a quietly stunning announce- Winston Churchill, President Fran-
ment, East Germany's Guenter klin Roosevelt and the Soviets'
Schabowski said the country will Joseph Stalin ..
open its border.s. That will allow Opening up the border is a final
free travel anywhere, even through admission of defeat, and it had to
the barbed wire and cinderblock have been done with the approval of
checkpointsofthe28-year-old,858- Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachcv.
mile East German Wall and Iron- It seemed like braggadocio at the
tier. time, but perhaps Soviet spokes-
Schabowski's announcement is a man Gcnnadi Gerasimov was on
finalizing event, something to mark target when he predicted that the
on a calendar. Dec. 2-3 Gorbachcv-Bush summit
It means far more than the Soli- will "put the Cold War down to the
darity victory in Poland, more than ,bottom of the Mediterranean."
Hungary's taking down the Red Star. The decision comes after 44 years
ovcrthc Budapcst l'arliament.morc of a U.S. policy called "contain-
than the end-run by 200,000 East mcnt," It was outlined first in a
Germans through Hungary to the letter by George Kennan, then a
West, even more than declarations U.S. diplomat in the Soviet Union,
of glasnost or perestroika in ~h~, signed it anonymously with an
Moscow. X.
Those were beginnings; this is an The "X" policy has been carried
end. out uniformly by eight presidents
There was cool diplomatic under- from Harry Truman toGeorge Bush.
statement in the remarks of Score- In 1948-49, Truman ordered a U.S.
tary of SUIte James A. Baker III. airlift of supplies into West Berlin
"We've been talking a long time that went on for months until Stalin
about freedom of travel being a gave up and lifted a blockade.
basic human right," said Baker. John Kennedy's emotional 1963
"We've been talking a long time "Ich bin ein Berliner" speech was a
about open borders. We've been Cold War rallying cry, and Ronald
talking a Iong timc about thc impor- Reagan's "Tear down that wall!"
tancc of seeing the Wall come admonition was a reflection of
down." western confidence. .
The Wall, built in 1961 to stanch Some American veterans of the
a hemorrhage of 3.5 milIion East Cold War.however.remained wary
Germans, was the quintessential of the latest news.
symbol of the Cold War. "This move by the GDR looks
,It is the cold cement face of the . like it's aimed at breaking up the
socialist dictatorships. pressure for reform and making an
As early as 1952, East Germany's easy release of the pressure," said
Walter Ulbricht established a three- Paul Nitzc, former chief U.S. arms
mile-wide cordon of police- guarded control negotiator: "I'm not corn-
land designed to hold Its fleeing pletcly in favor of this. I'd like to
citizens in check. When it was sec the East Germans stay and join
obvious that it had failed, the Wall the opposition parties." .
went up almost overnight in August After the East German move, East-
196 I. West competition may bccomemore
East German militia armed with economic than military. That's
.machinc guns patrol the vast Iron- 'because now, huge chunks of East,
-' .
Overgaard questions permanence
and motives behind crumbling Berlin Wall
reaucracy has resigned in a short. Germans already resent cornpcti-
time-injustthepastfewweeks- tion for their jobs. The East Gcr-
when just a few weeks ago there mans will maybe get discouraged'
was no compromise attitude," he and return without harsh action,"
Editor's Note: Dr. Willard said. "Then there was this seeming 'He said it is also going to be
Overgaard, professor of political' about-face. So why this softening difficult for East Germany to irn-
science at BSU, hasfollowed events of posture?" . pose restrictions on free travel past
in Eastern Bloc nations closely since Overgaard said he believes the Wall. He said they could be
World War fl. In a telephone inter- there arc several possibilities be- thinking "Maybe if we open the
view Friday afternoon, Overgaard hind the decision to open the Wall. gates, we'll show a policy of rclaxa-
offered the following analysis of "The population of East Gcr- tion for awhile", and uuu the open
East Germany's decision to open many is 81 million," he said. "Those gates are only a temporary remedy
the Berlin Wall to free travel. leaving arc people with skills, like to a growing problem.
doctors and young people coming Quoting the political philoso-
out of trade schools. Their exodus phcr Thomas Hobbes, he said,
has left a gap in the country's ceo- "Powcrcorruptsand absolute power
nomic status; It is plummeting. corrupts absolutely. Those who
Now is not the time (for the East - have power arc not willing to give
German government) to usc direct up power." He said he docs not
attack." believe East Germany is not willing
Overgaard said he believes the to forfeit its primacy or exclusivity
"old measures" (troops, tanks and of power.
attack dogs) arc not going to work "I think things have gotten out
for the East Germans this time. of hand in the GDR (German
But he also said he docs not Democratic Republic)," Overgaard
believe the East German govern- said. Buuhc Sovict Union iscaught
mentis ready to relinquish its strong- up in its own dilemma right now
holdoveritspeoplc,andmaymerely and 111at it is not a time for the ~ast
be laying low for a time to let things Germans to call upon the Soviets
sort themselves out. He outlined for troops.
two-possibilities for what that gov- "The Berlin Wall down?" he
crnmcnt may be thinking. said. "I.t's pre~ature to reach that
"There will be adverse consc- conclusion, It IS hard to reach con-
quences in West Germany by the elusions as things arc unfolding.
exodus" he said. "It will create Have things really changed? Iwould
great consternation. Some West say 'wait-wait and sec."
by Bobble Cunningham
The Univers.ify News
Tom Brokaw, Peter Jennings
and Ted Koppel arc filling our TV
screens with images of German
people variously dancing on the
Berlin Wall or symbolically chisel-
ing away at the cement representing
the ideological split that has sepa-
rated the German nation since 1961.
But is the Wall really coming
down for good? Overgaard said the
media has put the event "in a con-
text that is not analytically sound.
According to Overgaard, there
is "an element of exaggeration to
say the Wall is coming down.
"Most of the people on top of
the Wall were West German,' he
said. "The East German guards
were using water guns to effect
discouragement on the part of the
East Germans.
"The entire government bu-
Europeans will be free to vote with
their fect. Ballistic missiles and tanks
won't keep them horne.
The East German decision may
build pressures quickly for similar
measures in the tight regimes of
Czechoslovakia, Bulgaria, Roma-
nia and, finally, the Soviet Union:
After the East German- decision,
it's only a matter of time.
thc-------------
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Votingwith you~e~--il~-=:
Is something wrong here?
- There are 15 people in the ASBSU Senate. Eight of them
were elected last week. About 600 people showed up to vote
in last week's election. Is something wrong here?
- Those eight Senators were elected to represent approxi-
mately 8000 students. Roughly, that puts the turnout at seven
or eight percent of the eligible student voters. That amount,
adequate for a well-targeted survey, is hardly appropriate for
a democracy. In a sense, it means that every thirteenth student
has decided how the ASBSU Senate should run.
The Senate itself should look into the possibility that the
election rules make it difficult for many to vote. Perhaps
students feel alienated from the organization that was estab-
lished initially to speak for their views and rights. Whatever
, the case, ASBSU owes it to the students to figure out why so
few of them seem to care.
Don't getduped
Recent events in East Germany are so dramatic as to defy
explanation. A new generation of Americans is being intro-
duced to the incredible feeling of history in the making. This
must be what the Cuban missile crisis or the Berlin airlift felt
like.
This time, however, the drama is being played out in front
of an overabundance of television cameras. News of East
German reforms are accompanied by moving scenes and
- theatrical demonstrations. When the commentator says that
there is dancing on the wall, we can actually see the dancers,
and hearthe music they are playing.
What these reports don't provide us is any clues for
understanding what it all means. Phrases like "the Cold War
is over" and "the reunification of Germany is evident" are
easily understandable but misleading. Even as the symbols of
cold warring crumble, the underlying causes of the disagree-
ment continue. A kinder, gentler socialism is no more accept-
able to the American right-wing than godless communism.
Reunification is still a four-letter word in Europe. Ever
since the days when Bismark unified Germany for the first
time, the country has exerted immense intellectual and mili-
tary power over all of Europe-power that culminated in
Nazism. Europe will refuse to accept any arrangement. Forthe
Soviet Union, control of Poland and East Germany has pro-
vided a buffer against a history of invasions through those
countries.
As much as Time- Warner and other media conglomerates
try to paint the world in simple colors, the events in East
Germany are far from conclusive. The only sensical thing to
sayis stay tuned. '. '
Challenging the city
Boise just emerged from one of the most remarkably dull
.elections in its history. The mayor and one councilman ran
unopposed and the remaining council members were hardly
challenged. Its the kind of electoral job security that leads to
complacency. . '
We feel that Boise State has a right to ask for some things
from the city govemment.The universitycontributes enough
to the community to deserve some reciprocity. When the Year
of the City is declared by President Keiser, we hope the city
will be prepared to understand its end of the equation.
_ Lets startwith police protection. Many areas on and
aroundthe campus are unsafe at night, including the green-
belt, Julia Davis Park and neighborhoods south of campus.
Current police protection is poor. The "campus" sheriff should
-concentrate on making students feel safe instead of issuing
speeding tickets miles from campus, .
Traffic on University Drive is generally out of hand. As
the Broadway-Chinden Connector nears completion, more
, Parkcenter-bound traffic can and should be routed away from
the campus. Motorists should stop using the road as a link
between Capital and Broadway and use it only as a way to get
on and off campus. Pedestrians should always have the right
of way crossing at any point in the street and cars should be
slowed down significantly.
Dirk Kempthorne mentioned .the problemof solid waste
reduction during his campaign. We encouragehimto investi-
gate and implement methods of recycling, reducing and
composting our garbage. Boise is small and cohesive enough
a community to pull off a successful city-wide solid waste
~ disposal plan.
The University News
Fighting the guilt trip
This scenario reminds me of
bad grade D movie plots where
everyone gets together and tries to
make the protagonist think he's
crazy. Women get bombarded with
subtle (and less than subtle) mes-
sages about who we should be and
how we should act and what we
should think and which brand of
toothpaste makes us sexiest. I real-
.Izc that all people get mixed socie-
tal messages; women just seem to
be more vulnerable. We have cul-
tural traditions, historical prece-
dent's, religious imprinting and
Madison Avenue all contributing to
the development of our internal
mixed messages.
What can we do? How can the
university keep women in schooi
when the stress level cranks up,and
how can women hang on to what-
ever shreds of sanity we have left?
The classes offered by -Studcm
Special Services fornon-traditional
students are a great starting point.
We need to know weare notalone
and we need to let other women
know they are not alone, either. The
stress we see in each other's faces
is just a reflection of the fear and.
anxiety in our own.
We can help ourselves best by
helping and supponing each other.
by Peggy Guiles
The University News
"I thought I was alone."
She expressed _relief that she
wasnot the only woman on campus
who felt guilty about leaving her
children to return to school. It sur-
prised her thai other women some-'
times question their motivation and
priorities and mental health when
they face the conflicts between
school work and home life. She
needed and appreciated the support
and encouragement she got from
other women who understood how
she felt.
I understood how she felt. Even
though I know the pressures of
school are tough for everyone at
this pointin the semester, school is
tougher for women with children.
Children, especially young children,
don't understand when mommy says
she can't read them a story because
she has to.study for a psychology
test tomorrow. It's too bad that the
psychology text can't explain the
source of the guilt that arises from a
sense of divided loyalties.
Most women feel at least a
vestige of this guilt even when they
have a supportive husband, afford-
able and reliable child care, and
family support. Somewhere inside
a voice drones "you're nota good
mother" over and over. Of course,
if the woman doesn't have a sup-
portivehusband, reliable child care,
ctc., the internalized voice grows
louder as her stress level rises.
Where does this internalized
voice come from and what can
women do about it? Is it some form
The. implicit
guilt of
independence
of incurable female pathology or
what? Even as I'm writing this ar-
ticle, I can see in my mind the head-
Iines of the studies that report how
working women ruin their children 's
lives. I also can see the conflicting
studies stating full-time mothers ruin
their children's lives. And then
there are the Freudians who argue
that all mothers ruin their children 's
lives. The miracle is that all women
aren't schizoid. Unless of course,
weare.
Letter~ Policy
Letters to The University News are accepted and
encouraged. We reserve the right to edit for
grammar and libelous content. Letters must be
typed, double-spaced and must include your sig-
nature and telephone number for verification.
Maximum length for letters is 250 words. Letters
submitted without phone numbers and signatures
will not be printed. All letters submitted become
the property of The University News.
Applying the lessons of Berlin to ASBSU'
Editor: students. Butthejob is not finished.
In the past few days, many of LikeinBerlin,weshouldn'thaveto
us were thrilled at sight of East· climb a wall to get what we deserve
Berliners climbing the Berlin wall. as students. The problems run
Similarly, many of you have sup- deeper than any individuals.
ported the climb that Eric Love, The problem is the system.
Joel Sanda and myself have taken The system is the ASBSU
against the walls built by our stu-. constitution.
dentgovernment, I am now publicly calling on
, With all personalities aside, we ASBSUPresident Pat Reilly to ask
have mounted an effeetivechallenge for a constitutional convention. If
for the students, by students, to help the Senate has the courage,they
<- •• ''---.---_._,- ""_ ..•.• -- .•..•••• _.,.
will find that the students of this
campus, political scientists, histori--
ans, communicators and business
managers can construct a more fair,
less elite and more representative
method of government.
Now is the time to act. Let's
tear down the walls, once, and for
all. '
Mack Sermon
Students for Responsible
Government
The University News PageS November 13,1989
"ipw~Point '. - ~ - - - ~ --- ~
The evolution of KBSUhas often been controversial. The station's addition of
several translator stations and adoption of National Public Radio programming has received
both praise and criticism. Thisweek, as "AIIThings Considered" correspondent Noah Adams
broadcaststromthe station (see related story, page 7 ), Larry La Rocco, Chair of KBSU's
Community Advisory Board discusses the positive role of students in the progress of the
station. The University News Opinion Editor Rick Overton, a former student announcer at the
station, addresses the possibility of a second campus radio station.
Sfudenfsa big parfof KBSU'saccess
In justa few years, BSU Radio
has evolved from a single student-
run station into a network of trans-
lators and transmitters that carry
public radio programming to thou-
sands of new listeners located
student-run station. However, in its
growth which included the intro-
duction of full-time professional
staff, BSURadio has not abandoned
its ties with students. To the con-
trary, students contribute substan-
tially to the radio station. They can
be found in every aspect of the '
station's operation, including pro-
gramming and management. In fact.
'without students BSU Radio would
be hard-pressed to continue on its
current path. That's how important
the students are to this growing
network. And by the way, these stu-
dents are not playing radio, they are
truly doing the jobs of real broad-
cast professionals. No doubt, the
future growth of BSU Radio will
depend greatly on the participation
of student staff members.
'. Last spring, BSU Radio cre-
ated a Community A~visory Board
of which I am the chairman. This
board was formed to help direct
BSU Radio's future. The board is
comprised of members who repre-
sent a wide variety of professions.
Lawyers, corporate leaders. univer-
university, so too is the charge of
BSU Radio to serve as a compre-
hensive network for southwest
Idaho.
Where·BSURadio was once
operated like a radio club, it is now
a working laboratory where students
work side-by-side with trained pro-
fessionals. These students receive
legitimate and practical work expe-
rience which matches and in some
cases surpasses what is immedi-
ately available in the broadcast
industry. '
As BSU Radio moves forward
toward its mandate to bring public
radio to the under-served areas of
southwest Idaho, students will con-
tinue to play a substantial part in
that growth. In the process, those
students who participate in BSU
Radio's growth will also grow as
professionals.
by Larry LaRocco
Spec!al to The University News
Several years ago, residents in
southwest Idaho were' unable to
listen to National PUblic Radio's
news, and information program-
ming. But today that has changed.
Now, not only is this region of the.
state receiving NPR programming,
but it is also getting the unique
opportunity of having NPR origi-
nate portions of the national award-
winningAllThingsConsideredfrom
BSU. The reason for this dramatic
turn of events is the phenomenal
growth of the BSU Radio
Network ...growth which would not
have occurred without the assis-
tance of hard-working profession-
als, many of whom are Boise State
students.
It••• without students, BSU,
radio would be hard-pressed
to. continue on its current
path. "
It••• the charge of BS U radio
is to serve as a comprehen-
sive network for Southwest
Idaho. "
throughout southwest Idaho. In
most instances, the arrival of BSU
Radio represents the first time pub-
lic radio programming has been
capable of reaching some ofIdaho's
rural residents.
Clearly, BSU Radio has come
a long way since its early days as a
sity professors and of course stu-
dents all sit equally on this board.
And as was evidenced by the board's
first meeting, the future of the BSU
Radio network parallels the long-
term goals and objectives of BSU.
Just as Boise State's mission is to
serve as a comprehensive regional
Student radio lost in KBSU'scorporate attitude
compete with other mediums for an
audience. Reporters for the big
shows like All Things Considered
or Morning Edition arc enjoying
the celebrity status of some televi-
sion and print journalists, .
KBSU, recently dubbed the
BSU radio network to accommo-
date translator stations, has under-
gone more than a few unpleasant
changes of its own. When it was
founded over a decade ago the sta-
tion was put in an old house on
University Drive. Early student
managers stressed programming va-
riety and format openness. That
openness gave birth to Arthur
Balinger's "Edges" and Victor
Pacania's "Private Idaho Show:'
both of which still enjoy large audi-
tributors. In it they can read up on ences.
some of the best radio program- The early KBSU was best
mingmoncycanbuy.completewith characterized as seat-of-the-pants
an outline of the station's latest' radio, a vibrant and energetic ex-
format-what their money bought ample of unfettered creativity. The
The communication medium
that has been mislabeled "public"
radio has undergone a major facelift
in the 1980's.ShowslikeAl/Things i,••• tragic, that a radio sta-
, Considered have passcdthrough tion so vibrant and alive had
rif>thingless than a metamorphosis. to be sacrificed to make way
In a recent feature in the Washing- ' ki d ,I' "
ton Post. Marc Fisher writes "In for tilat tn OJ progress .
. 1971, when the show premiered as
, the first production of the fledgling.
public radio network, the idea was
to,capture the energy and idealism
of campus radio stations brimming
with new voices and alternative
ideas." Now, Fisher wonders, there
is doubt over whether public radio
is "maturing, or just turning gray."
The strength of public radio
used to be its anti-establishment
bent, and a cortcsponding willing-
ness to tackle stories and problems
avoided by "insiders." Now, public
radio' has joined The Club. NPR
news and information programs
control. It was relocated to the sec-
ond floor of the Communication
, Building, while the ghost of the
original home was left to haunt a
parking lot south of the Health Sci-
ence Building. Advisors showed up
an.d the administration dropped in.
The F.C.C.license has always been
in the hands of the university. and
President Keiser was the one who
made the mental leap that it could
be put to use for' the good of th,l:l
university. .
Growth was symbolized by an
increase in the strength of the
. station'ssignal and the start-up of.
its "members only" status, students
(non-members)' continue to pour
several thousand dollars of fees into
the station every semester. That
money, a fraction of the overall
budget, should be set aside for the
development of a second radio sta-
tion, managed by students and
committed to open programming.
.Corporate KBSU would benefit
from a realistic training ground for
future employees. A new genera-
tion of people could be introduced
to the excitement of seat-of-the-
pants radio. .
, KFSR, free student radio.
the now semi-annual public grovel.
Growth, inevitably, would lead to
the mutation of KBSU into a home
for professional bureaucrats.
. The irony of it all is that KBSU
is not a bad station. If an NPR affili-
ate had simply appeared on the air-
waves it would be an unqualified
good thing. Boise was lacking in
public radio programming and was
long overdue. The transition was
tragic, however, in that a radio sta-
tionso vibrant and alive had to be
sacrificed to make way for that kind
of progress.
,While KBSU continues to tout
by Rick Overton
The University News
It's fund drive time at KBSU
again, The fund drive subjects real
programming to some good, old-
fashioned money-grubbing. The
annual public panhandle. when BSU
is reminded that its namesake radio
station is for "members only,"
Members 'Only is the title of a
monthly newsletter mailed to con-
"... BSU is reminded that its
namesake radio stationisfor
'members ollly',"',
early KBSU playedrequests, pro-
vided enough variety for everyone.
The DJs were allowed and encour-
aged to have personalities instead
or' checking them at the door in-
favor of three shades of monotone.
At the top of almost every hour
would' come the familiar .. ,"this
hour of programming is brought to
you in part by funds provided from
the students of Boise State Univer- .
sity" ... and they meant it!
Over time, the station came
more andmore under university
ia
The English MilJ,imal Compe-
tency Exam will be given Nov. 15
and 16 in the Big Four Room of the .
SUB; 8:30 a.m. - 8 p.m.
For more information call the
English Department at 385-1423.
Regional par-
ents meeting to
be held Nov. 21
Idaho Parents Unlimited, Inc.
will be conducting a regional par-
ents meeting Nov. 21 at 7 p.m. at
the Region IV Adult/Child Devel-
opment Center, 501 N. Curtis.ln-
formation on the state's planning
effort to provide services for infants
and toddlers with disabilities and
their families under n, 99-457 will
be shared with participants.
The meeting also will present
an opportunity for parents to give
input on how and what services
should be provided by the state.
This information gathered from the
parents will be submitted to the
Idaho State Infant and Toddler
Coordinating Council, which is
charged with developing the state's
plan to serve infantsand toddlers
with disabilities. Parents of chil-
dren of all ages arc- urged to attend.
In 1987 the Japanese Govern-
ment, in cooperation with local
authorities throughout Japan, estab-
lished a new program known as the
Japan Exehange and Teaching Pro-
gram (JET). The program was
developed as a means to foster a
more international perspective in
Japan, especially in rural areas of
the country where contact with for-
eigners is often limited.
Since its implementation, the
JET Program has accomplished its
goal by sending young people from
the United States., the United King-
dom, Canada, Ireland, New Zeal-
and, Australia, and more recently,
France and the Federal Republic of
Germany, to Japan to live and work
as Assistant Language Teachers
(ALTs) and Coordinators for Inter-
national Relations (CIRs). This year
over 1,100 U.S. citizens are partici-
pating in this program with about
35 participants representing Ore-
gon, Southern Idaho and Wyoming.
In 1990, about 50 additional CIR
and 750 ALT positions will be
available to U.S. citizens.
Applicants must be under 35
years of age as of Aug. 1, 1990 and
hold at least a bachelor's degree or
VA announces
winter sports
clinic
More than 140 disabled veter-
ans wiIl get the chance to challenge
the snowy slopes of Colorado's
5,000-foot Grant Mesa when they
participate in the fourth National
Veterans Winter Sports-Clinic
(NVWSC) Feb. 11-16, 1990.
The learn-to-ski clinic, spon-
sored by the Department of Veter-
ans Affairs (VA) .and the disabled
American Veterans (DA V), is
hosted by the GrandJ unction, Colo.,
VA Medical Center. Additional
support is provided by several serv-
ice organizations and corporations,
VA Secretary Edward J. Dcr-
winski said, "The goal of the clinic
is to give veterans who are either
physically disabled or visually
impaired an opportunity to see what
they can still do."
TIle NVWSC is open to veter-
ans with visual impairments, spi-
nal-cord injuries.certain neurologi-
The University News
Idaho Conser-
vation League
sets,workshop
The Idaho Conservation
League is holding its annual legis-
lativc workshop Nov. 14 from 7to
9 p.m. at the Boise Public Library
auditorium, 715 S. Capitol Blvd.
Ken Robison, veteran Ada
County legislator and well-known
conservationist, will speak about
"What Works: Components of
Effective Lobbying" and answer,
questions from the audience.
ICL's lobbyist Will Whelan
will preview likely issues at the
1990 Idaho Legislature including
legislative review of rules to imple-
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E I· h .. I For more information, contact obtain one by August, 1990. Appli- cal conditions, orthopedic amputa- rnent the recent industry-conserva-ng IS minima Martha Gilgcn or Debbie Johnson cations can be obtained by contact- tions or other disabilities. Partici- tionist.compromise on water pollu-com petency at 377-8049. ing: The Consulate-General of pants will develop winter sports tion now under attack bythe Idaho
, , , Japan, JET Office,1300 S.W 5th skills, such as downhill and cross- Mining Association, adequate fund-
exa ms held Opportun lrles Avenue, #2400 Portland, Oregon country skiing, pl.u~~ke part in. 10 ing for programs to protect Idaho's
97201, (503)221-1811. other sports acuviues- includlng streams, lakes and ground water,to live and Applications must be com- wheelchair basketball, wheelchair and to control and recycle Idaho's
, pletcd and submitted to the Em- rugby, golf, archery, w~eelchair growing burden of wastes-csohd,work in Japan bassy ofJapan in Washington, D.C. self-defense, trap-shooting and hazardous and nuclear-and a pro-
by Dec 20 1989 snowmobiling. ,posed state constitutional' amend-
., . Registrationpackagcsareavail- mcnt to manage state lands for the
able by contacting Sandy Trombetta, greatest overall public benefit.
NVWSC director, at the Grand (Now, some 2.5 million acres of
Junction VA Medical Center, 2121 state endowment land is managed
Norm Ave., Grand Junction, Colo- solely for maximum financial re-
rado 81501, 303-242-0731, ext. turn.)
2411. Applications must be ap- Liz Merrill, ICL's field devel-
proved by a physician and be post- oprncnt director, will talk about
marked by Dec. 15, 1989. "Building Our Citizen Lobbying
Machine." She will discuss ICL's
phone network to alert members
around the state to important State-
house events; so theycan let law-
makers know their views.
ICL has had a full-time lobby-
ist at the Idaho Legislature since
1974. The group sponsors a Citizen
Lobby Day in January each year
that has brought hundreds of Idaho-
ans to the Statehouse to "reason
together" with their lawmakers.
The group has 1,500 members
in 12 active chapters around the
state. The Ada County chapter is
sponsoring the legislative work- .
shop. Refreshments will be served.
The public is invited.'
.;;:-
Getagrip onyourhomework.
Homework has a nasty way of piling up, doesn't it?
One day, you feel on top of it all- the next, you're be-
hind on your notes, your research, your term paper.
Our advice: Get in front of a Macintosh" computer.
True, it may not tum a lifelong procrastinator into
an overachiever. But it will make an enormous differ-
ence in how quickly you can write, rewrite, and print
your assignments. , _
Not only will a Macintosh change the way you
look at homework, it'll change the way your homework
looks-with 'an endless variety of type styles, and
graphics that'll make your professors think you bribed a
friend in art school. -
And as for all those classroom scribblings, research
notes, and assorted scraps of paper that litter your desk,
we give you HyperCard" -an amazing new program
that provides an easy way to store, organize, and cross-
reference each and every bitof information.
(HyperCard is included free with every Madntosh.)
Macintosh is so easy to learn, you can master it in
just an evening. And as a full-time student, you can buy
one now for a very special price. -'
So come in and get your hands on a Macintosh
~oday.
- Before your homework slips completely through
your fingers. ,-.@
The power-to be your best"
APPLE IS BACK!
Apple resale center nowopen in
the Education Building MicroLab
(;'l /9118 Ap(JIt Compuin; Inc Afpk. IIJtAf(JIe 10K".1I)per<Ardand Macinlillh art rrr:islrrcd tradrmarts if A/(>It Compultr; Inc mpm"" /JJ be )eur besris a tmdrman if A/(>It Compuln; Inc
)
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The Stones!pros-pect (pros'pekt') n. 1. Something expected or foreseen:
possibility, 2. prospects Chances for success. --v. To explore
or search about. by Nate Taylor
The University News
I I asked a lot ofpeople if they weregoing to see the Roll-ing Stones in Oakland.
but no one was that
enthusiastic. After all,
it was one of the biggest concerts to ever
hit America.
Once again a local travel agency
offered a great package deal. Who needs
textbooks next semester anyway? Be- •
sides a Rolling Stones "Fun Bus" hasn't
come along during my lifetime.
So. Friday night, three friends and I
hopped onto the deodorized Greyhound,
. ready for a heavy-duty road trip. We
brought all the essentials-blankets,
shorts, refreshments and enough Doo-
Dads to hurt somebody. But most impor-
tantly, we had a stereo. Hot Rocks was
definitely music to everyone's cars when
we hitthe dusty trail. .
I should mention our driver, Bob. He
knew the best pit stops ..I got to see a place
called Boomtown, Basically, it is some
decadent little casino just outside Reno, I
won a bucket of nickels and free ashtrays
were available. Everyone is a winner in
Boomtown. After a taste of Nevada cul-
ture, the trip really picked up.
Thanks to Bob. we got to Oakland in
record time. Berkeley was only 20 min-
utes away so. the fourof us decided to take
advantage of the extra time. Wcspentthe
afternoon along Telegraph Avenue. a
definite experience. Due to limited col-
umn space. the only thing you need to
know is that the singing Hare Krishna
troupe was the coolest! So on to the
concert. In fact we barely made it because
the aged purple-haired courtesy van driver
forgot to pick us up from the BART sta-
-tion, No big deal. it was only a short walk
along the freeway. The parking lot sur-
rounding the coliseum was jammed with
tailgate parties that would break up any
AA meeting.
Waiting for The Stones was like the
proverbial calm before the storm (ooh,
what imagery). And then. there they were
... wow. The band got us riled up with
"~tart Me Up." followed by "Love Is A
Bitch." and "Sad. Sad. Sad," With so
much room to play around, Mick gave the
crowd more than they could handle. No
football jerseys and sweats here, just a
singer who wanted to give 65.000 friends
a great show. Jagger commended the Bay
Area residents for their "incredible spirit"
and proceeded with "Ruby Tuesday,"
Dead Flowers," and "Mixed Emotions,"
. Set two took off with a screaming
version of "Honky Tonk Woman." com-
plete with 65-foot tall inflatable women
groovin to the beat. 'Xes. the' Rolling
Stones arc still rock' s naughty boys. Kci th
Richards hasn't given up any brashness
even at46. He belted out riffs that givea
live concert their power. Ron Wood and .
Charlie Walls carried the show through
with the mostsolid back-up I'll see in a
long time. The Stones didaspooky "2000
Light Years From Home" (one of my fa-
vorites). and a crowd stompin·· ..Sympa·.
thy For the Devil,"
To' top the night off the bad boys did'
a wrenching "Give Me Shelter," Back-up'
singer Lisa B.brought the house down"
with a voice that would give Arctha Fran-
klin a run fot her money, "Brown Sugar"
and "Satisfaction" had us all dancing.
After two solid hours I wondered how it
could end .. But. sadly it did. "Jumping
JackPlash' was our dessert, No encore, I
didn't need one, the Rolling Stones lef(
me speechless,
Camper Van Beethoven are coming to Bolse Nov. 20. Studentlickets are $4.50 advance at 5elect-a-Seats.
Folkish rockers eVB toheadtlne at The Zoo Nov. 20
the Campers. the folkish guitars and
fiddle. the nothing-fancy vocals. the '
catchy pop hooks and melodies. and the
charming lyrics. all of which Camper
Van Beethoven is now nearly famous
for make this song a highpoint in pop
music and an excellent jumping-off
point for CVB. .
"Please steer clear of the hyphen-
hyphen cthno-evcrything descriptions of
our music," says bass player Victor
Krummenacher. "And if you could
describe it without ever resorting to the
word 'whacky' we'd greatly appreciate
it" I'm trying. Victor. .
The band's second LP. released in
1986 and called II and III. displayed all
of this nicely in 19 songs, from
see Camper Van, page 10
by David Lentz ~
The University News ~
What with all the high-up and
important connections Ihave in the
music business. you'd think that Iknew
all along that Camper Van Beethoven
was coming to Boise. I didn't, 'til now.
They are. on Monday, Nov. 20. With
their latest album. Key Lime Pie. sluing
atop the college charts. the Campers are
out and about with their unique music
and personality. entertaining lots of
people and probably confusing many
more. And as part of the same show-
the return of Trcepcoplc, and the 'first
joyous steps of a band-called Mum.
blypeg.
Camper Van Beethoven was born
in Santa Cruz. Calif .•where most of its
original members were music students
at the University of California. In July
of 1985. they recorded an album called
Telephone Free Landslide Victory. It
was full of instrumental songs with an
odd international flavor. songs with
bizarre titles like "Vladivostock" and
"Mao Reminisces About His Days In
Southern China:' and an especially
catchy. straightforward cut called "Take
the Skinheads Bowling," Itwas this
song that gained attention for Land- '
slide: the album went in for two more
pressings (big sales). Camper Van
Beethoven formed its own record label,
Pitch A Tent records. and then released
"Take the Skinheads Bowling" as a
single and again on a five-song EP in
1986. The simplistic yet full sound of
.AUrhings Considered in Boise this week
ton. D.C. base (away from what he calls
"professional talkers") and go out on
the road.
No stranger to the road. this is
Adams' 23rd year in radio broadcast-
ing. Eighteen years in public radio.
beginning at the University of
Kentucky's WBKY in Lexington. has
made him one of the most recognizable
voices in public radio. In terms of
news. he said his interests arc more
anecdotal and comprehensive. Adams
has in fact influenced the overall style
of the radio program ~
Stories the show will cover during
its week in Boise include the Saylor
Creek Bombing Range controversy, the
new maximum security prison. Boise's
economic growth and other items that
will highlight Idaho .. Adams says he
hopestoget out on the streets here in
town for informal "off-the-cuff'
interviews with people'. The programs
will include newscast'! and five stories
on the St. Paul-Seattle Great Northern .
train ride.
-" ... \..\..- .• 10..,
by Lee Amoldt"l .....;-,,.:--r::;'I1!"\
The University News :~\(~)£t({')
Boise wili make the radio news
map Nov. 13-17 when National Public
Radio's award-winning news program
All Things Considered will broadcast
live from KBSU.
Approximately one third of the 90-
minute show will emanate across tile
nation via satellite from Boise, accord-
ing to KBSU managing editor Jyl Hoyt
and All Things Consideredhost Noah
Adams, both of whom attended a Nov.
7 press conference at KBSU. discuss-
ing the show and answering questions
from the local media. .
The choice of Boise as the location
for this week's All Things Considered
commemorates centennial festivities in
Idaho, Wyoming. Washington, Mon-
tana and the Dakotas. While the choice
of B~ise among other NPR stations in
other cities in these states may surprise
many, Adams said the Boise station
worked hard to get the broadcast. which
will air from 4-6 p.rn, Monday through
Friday Nov. 13-17.
Although this is not the Kentucky- ,
born Adams' first trip out West, it is his
first time in Idaho. He recently rode on
the Great Northern railway from
Minnesota to Washington state.
'Imcrvlcwing people along the way and
capturing the flavor of the railroad
route.
"Nothing happened here that
surprised me," he said. "I found
wonderful people. You sit down next to
anybody and find an interesting story."
He added that it is always revitalizing
for him to get away from his-Washing-
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SPB film, Casablanca, 8 p.m., Student
Union Ada Lounge. All SPB-sponsored
films arc free to BSU students with activity
cards, $1 for BSU faculty and staff and high
.school students and $2.50 for the general
public. In classic black and white,
'Casablanca portrays the romance between
nightclub owner Humphery Bogart and old
flame Ingrid Bergman during World War II.
Ceremony to rename the Towers
residence hall to honor former BSU
president John Barnes, II a.m., Towers
entrance. Fol1owing the ceremony, the hal1
will be known as the John B. Barnes
Towers.
Readings sponsored by the
Sagebrush Writers Series, Poetry by
Daryl Jones and fiction by Normandi Ellis,
7:30 p.m., Student Union Boiscan Lounge.
BSU Dean of ArL~and Sciences Daryl Jones'
poems have appeared in anthologies and in
literary journals thoughout the U.S. and
Canada. Nonnandi El1is teaches creative
writing at BSU. Her short stories have
appeared in many scholarly journals.
Soprano Cindy Rosen, senior recital,
7:30 p.m., Morrison Center Recital Hall,
free. Preview below.
Men's basketball exhibition game,
BSU vs. the Canberra Cannons, 7:30 p.m.,
Pavilion.
English Minimal Competency
Exam, this exam is for all students
whether they arc currently enrolled, transfers
or carryovers, 8:30 a.rn, to 8 p.m., Student.
Union Big Four Room. Call the English
department at 385-1246 for more
information.
English Minimal Competency
Exam, this exam is for all students
whether they are currently enrolled, transfers
or carryovers, 8:30-a.m. to 8 p.m., Student
Union Big Four Room. Cal1 the English
department at 385-1246 for more
information.
Banjo Folk Band, Student Activities fall
daytime program, 11:45 a.m. - 1 p.rn.,
Student Union Union Street cafe, free.
Tile Second SlIepllerds' Pageant. a
Medieval play performed and produeed by
students in English professor Linda Marie
Zacrr's Medieval drama class, 7 p.m.,
Morrison Center Stage II, tickets arc 50
cents and arc available from the English
department office. Preview, page 10.
Every Other Week, featuring poetry
readings by Dr. Charles Guilford and Dr.
Driek Zirinsky, 12:30 p.m., Liberal Arts
Building. Everyone is welcome to attend.
American Regional meal, 11:30 a.m, -
1:30 p.m., Culinary Arts Building. Meal
features New England-style dishes, Cajun
food and other favorites prepared by BSU
culinary arts students and costs $3.75
including a beverage and dessert.
Ethical Absolutes, a debate between Dr.
Andrew Schoedinger of the Philosophy
dcparuncnt and Dr. Edward McLuskie of the
Communication department, sponsored by
the BSU philosophy club, 3 p.m., Student
Union Nez Perce Room.
Noon Buffoons sponsored by the
SPB comedy committee, noon,
Student Union Boiscan Lounge, free,
. featuring the comedy of Jeanine Gardner.
Gardner has said, with 'comedy "you can take
a really horrible situation and try to lighten
people's aspect on it. Comedy comes from
the ability to to look at painful things and
usc them to make people laugh - take them
out of themselves."
Characteristlcs of Mentally Healthy
People, SPB Extra Credit Lecture Series
featuring Dr. Jerry Dodson, 3 p.m., Student
Union Boiscan Lounge, Free admission and
refreshments. Call 385-3874 for more
information. Professionalization in the Public.
Work Force, W. David Paltonof.BSU's
Public Affairs Program, Faculty Lecture
Series, 3 p.m., StudentUnion Nez Perce
Room, free.
L'ile Mysterieuse, French videotape.
sponsored by Cineclub Francais, 6:30 p.m.,
Education Bldg., room 332, free.
'Electric Love Muffin in concert
with opening guests Caustic Resin,
9 p.m., The Zoo located at 12th and Front,
tickets are $5 in advance at Record
Exchanges. An all ages show with alcohol
served to those 21 and over.
Organist Don Oakes and trumpeter
Marcellus Brown, BSU Faculty Artist
Series, 7:30 p.m., Hemingway Center:
Tickets arc available at the door and free for
BSU students, faculty and staff, $4 general
admission and $2 seniors. Preview below.
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Hsu to perform Nov. 19The Alabama phenomenon whiplashed the .
Ameriean music scene in the '80s like no other
entertainment entity of the decade. They not only
rewrote the country music book of records with 21
consecutive #1 singles, 30 million albums sold,
three-time Country Music Association Entertainers of
the Year, they alsotook a sledgehammer to the barrier
between country and rock music fans and led
thousands fo adoring, screaming followers through
'the gap: .
, The first single "Song of lie South" which
depicts the depression-era South off Alabama's latest
album' Southern Star, climbed to the #1 position in
both R & R and Billboard.
Alabama with be performing in Boise at8
p.m.Nov, 18 in the Pavilion. Johnny Rodriquez and
Ricky Van Shelton are opening guests. Tickets-arc
$16.50 from all Select-a-Seat outlets,
Exciting lyrical sounds will fill lie Morrison
Center Recita\.Hall at 7:30 p.m. Nov. 19 for a
concert by BSU piano professor Madeleine Hsu.
Hsu will perform Chopin's B Minor Sonata,
Beethoven's Sonata Opus 57 called "Appassionata,"
and works by Villa-Lobos and Guarnieri that she
. studied during a recent sabbatical in Arizona.
"The common thread between Brazilian music,
the B Minor Sonata andAppassionata' is that those
works are highly charged emotionally," said Hsu.
The concert is part of BSU Faculty Artists
Series .: Tickets are available at the door and sold on a
first-come, first-served basis. Admission is free to·
BSU students, faculty and staff, $4 general and $2
"senior citizens. Proceeds benefit lie BSU Music
Scholarship program.
Cindy Rosen to
senior recital on
BSUstudent Cindy Rosen will
sounds of Mozart, Schubert, Faure ar
senior vocal recital at 7:30 p.m, NO\
Morrison Center Recital Hall. The pr
arias from Mozart's "Cosi Fan Tuue
Giovanni," and "Marriage of Figaro.
student of BSU music professor Lym
Admission is free •.
SPB'fiIm. Heathers. Sp.m .• Student
Union Ada Lounge. Heathers is one of the
mostlalked-about films of the year. This
satire/comedy focuses on teen-agers' warped
values and snobbish group behavior in
middle America
Thorton Wilde's The Skin of Our
Teeth. sponsored by the Idaho Shakespeare
Festival and the theatre arts department. 8: 15
p.m., SPEC. The play runs through Nov.
19. Tickets are $11 adults and $7 for
students and seniors. BSU students with
LD. may pick up free tickets at Select-a-Seat
outlets the day before the performance they
wish to attend. Review, page 11.
Toy Roz "ln concert with opening
guests Rock _Candy, _9 p.m., The Zoo
located at 12th and Front, an all-ages show
with alcohol being served to those 21 and
older. Tickets are available at all Record
Exchanges for $5 advance and $6 at the door.
Preview, page 10.
The Dirt Fishermen in concert with
opening guests Warehouse and .
Ignatius, a benefit for the BSU Ad club,
doors open at 8:30, music starts at 9 p.m.,
The Mardi Gras Ballroom. Tickets are
available at the door; $3 students with LD.
and $4 general admission. An all ages dance
with alcohol being served to those 21 and
over. Sec preview below.
BSU wrestling invitational, Nampa
High School.
Alabama with Johnny Rodriguez in
concert, 8 p.m., Pavilion. Tickets arc
available from all Select-a-Seat outlets for
$16.50. Sec preview below.
The Skin of Our Teeth, 8:15, SPEC.
Fall 'II Womytl, a dance sponsored by the
Womyn's Production Company for womyn
only, 9 p.rn. - I a.m., admission is $2.50.
Call 853-1253 for location and other
information.
Back to the Future, Part II, a world
premiere to benefit the Discovery Center, 2
p.m., Egyptian Theater. $10 for the movie
and a visit to the Discovery Center or $25
for the movie, a meal at the Sandpiper
following the film and a visit to the
Discovery Center. Tickets are available at
the Discovery Center, ca1l343-9895 for
hours and more information. .
Pianist Madeleine Hsu, BSU faculty
artists series, 7:30 p.m., Morrison Center
Recital Hall. Tickets are available at the
door and are free for BSU students, faculty
and staff, $4 general admission. and $2
seniors. This program benefits the BSU
music scholarship program and features
South American music, Chopin and
Beethoven.
For preview, see below.
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Nine Idaho Photographers
and Sculptors: Idaho's Own, BSU
Gallery of Art in the Liberal Arts Building.
Men's basketball exhibition game,
BSU vs. Fellowship of Christian Athletes,
7:30 p.rn., Pavilion.
Tl,.::rcH ..:t.gh. Ja:n.. 1
SPB film, Dr. Strangelove, 8 p.rn.,
Student Union Ada Lounge. Dr. Strangelove
slats Peter Sellers as the president of the
United States and George C. SCOllas the
Soviet premier who try to save the world
from nucleardestruction,
The Skin of Our Teeth, 8:15 p.m.,
-SPEC.
Journey, drawings exhibited by
BSU graduate student Frederick Choate,
Student Union Second Floor Gallery. An
artist's reception will be conducted from 7
p.~. to 8:30 p.m. Dec. 6.
SPB -Film, Casablanca, , 8 p.m., SPEC.
In classic black 'n' white, Casablanca
portrays the romance between nightclub
owner Humphrey Bogart and old flame
Ingrid Bergman during World War Il, in
classic black and white.
Camper Van Beethoven in concert
with opening guests the Tree
- People and Mumblypeg, 9 p.m., The
Zoo located at 12th and Front. Concert is
open to those 18 and over, with alcohol
being served to those over 21. Sponsored
by the Student Programs Board concert
committee, tickets arc available from Select-
a-Seat outlets for $4.50 BSU students in
advance and $7.50 general admission in
advance. Tickets at the door will be $7.50
for all. See preview, page 7.
Advertising Club,
Meetings are Mondays al6 p.m. In the
Student Union CariboU room. For more
Information Call Nelda at 344-1168.
Dama Soghop (Native American Club)
Meeting Nov. 22 at4 p.m. in the Student
Union Annex II.
Political Science Association
Meeting Tuesday, Nov. 21 at3 p.m. In Ihe
Student Union Caribou room. For more
information call Kim at 385-1458 beiween
1:30-5:00 p.m.
Phi Alpha Theta-History Club
Meets 2nd & 4th Thursdays of every month at
2:30 p:m. in the History Dept. conference
room. •
Students Internatlonal Meditation Society
Meating Nov. 14 al4 - 6 p.m. in the Siudent
Union C(lribou room.
Gay and Lesbian Alliance (GALA)
Friday, Nov. 17 al7 p.m.;Studenl Union Annex.
1005 Michigan Ave. Questions? Call Ann
345-7495 or Brian al336-5160. 'c
Financial Management Association
speaker- CFO of West One Bank
Nov. 16, 1989 al7 p.m. al Noodles. -
Dirt Fishermen to play
ad club benefit Nay. 17
The bohemian sounds of three popular bands
will ring the rafters of the Mardi.Gras Ballroom at an
over-and-under-21 benefit Nov. 17 for the BSU .
Advertising Club. Boise groups the Dirt Fishermen
and Warehouse will appc.'lI'along with Ignatius, a
Moscow band, beginning at9 p.m.'atthe club, 615
S. Ninth Street. Doors open at 8:30 p.m. -
- Tickets arc $4 geneml admission and $3 for
BSU 3tudents with activity caJ.:ds.
::lndyRosen
» present
n Nay. 14
liII sing the sweet
and Duke for her
lov. 14 in the
:program includes
ue;' "Don
ro." Rosen is a
ynn Berg.'
Campus Crusade for Christ
Meetings are Friday nights al7 p.m. in
Business Building room 102.
illustration by Frederick Choate
Amnesty International
We're building a Human Rights 'Wall' with poems,
pictures, sayings, etc.
Thurs. Nov. 16 al7 p.m. In Union Street Cafe.
Chi Alpha Pentacostal Movement of BSU
Holy Communion taken Thurs. Nov. 16 al8 p.m. in
Ihe Studenl Union Owyhee room. Call 344 8559 Ie:
more Information.
Frontllnes
Meeting Nov. 18 al7 p.m. in Ihe Studenl Union
Owyhee room. This week- Insight on Today's
Rock-n-Roll ·Hell's Bells'.
ASBSU roc:ognllld clubs and organizations may pUblish thl date,
tlml and placl olthalr sch~ulld m.. tlng lor thl upcoming_ walk
In this spaca. Com.lto T!tl Unlverslly News olliel ba~n 12
noon-4 pm Mon.·FrI. and 1111out a mlltlngs lorm.
Oakes and Brown collaborate for faCUlty artist series
·The sounds of birdcalls and computers will fill
the,air at 7:30 p.m. Nov. 17 in the Hemingway
Western Studies Cenler for a concert presented by
BSU music professors Donald Oakes on organ and
Marcellus Brown on trumpet.
Oakes and Brown will coIlaborate on "Sonata"
by Alan Hovhaness, "Sinfonia-fdr Trumpet and
Organ" by Giuseppi Torrelli and twochoml preludes
by Johannes Krebs. Both Oakes and Brown will
perform solo as well. Among others, Oakes will
perforfn Folivier Messiaen's "Verset for the Feast of
Dedication." Messiaen, who studied birdcalls most
his life, "utilizes a number of interpretations or
birdcalls in this piece and the effects on the organ are
rather startl ing," Oakes said.
Brown's S910 piece is "Trio" by Tucker
Robinson. The instruments used are a trumpet and
two loud speakers projecting computer-created sounds,
making a total of three separate vdi~es.The piece
should be "real interesting and different to the
audience," said Brown. "It's different because the two
speaker parts an<already set up and-I figure .out how
to put my part together with two speakers."
The concert is part of the BSU Faculty ArtistS
Series. Tickets are available at the door and sold on a
first-come, first served basis. The show isfrce to
BSU students; faculty and staff, $4 geneml admission
and $2 seniors.
TnT
Donald oakes and Marcellus Brown
, ,
, _ _ c........ _. ~ ~ ~.. __ ~ ~ . '1"~~ ~"""" - • "" '"
Enjoy the hard rock sounds 6fToy RozNov. 1701The Zoo
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Camper Van ---
continued from page 7
"Sad Lover's Waltz to ''ZZ Top
Goes to Egypt." Quick to follow
was Camper Van Beethoven
(pitch A Tent, 1986) with another
simple hit, "Good Guys and Bad
Guys," as well as the Campers'
interpretation of Pink Floyd's
"Interstelar Overdrive."
In 1987, they put out an EP,
Vampire Can Mating Oven.
Indisputably, this was the best
title for anything put out in 1987,
and the liner notes were only a
few votes away from winning that
year's Newberry award. The notes
tell the story of each of the seven
songs, written from the point of
view of rock journalist Isaac
Fringe who originally sought
recordings of25 of the Campers'
by Phillip Von Borgen EEt3
The University News ~
What docs it take to rise to
the surface and reach success in
the shark infested musie business?
Today, getting signed by a record
company, be it a big or small label
is a feat to be revelled in itself.
Too many good new bands fall by
the wayside from lack of expo-
sure. Toy Roz is a band that has
already made it farther than most
bands do: First, as I said, they are
a new band; .sccond, they're from
the rock-laden city of Los
Angeles, and third, they have
been signed by B.6. Records, a
small but impressive label. All of
this is proof positive that anything
can be done with hard work and
faith.
rarities. "Apparently," he ex-
plains," one of the band members •.
in an extremely agitated and
paranoid state of mind, buried
them in a field to protectthem
from cosmic rays and has yet to
remember where. Of the 25 songs,
I managed to find masters of only
seven." .
The music of Vampire Can
Mating Oven is nice and rela-
tively straightforward. Since this
is a very short record, the Camp-
ers went straight to work being
clever and good natured, and
didn't muck about in all that odd
and surprising music thatdidn't
sound. like it came from California
or anywhere else in this hemi-
sphere, but was nonetheless quite
prevalent on their other records.
The album draws on their past (it
Toy Roz's self-titled debut
EP is hot, crunchy rock 'n roll.
Their style is a mixture of Motley
Crue, Ratt, Cinderella, and
Whitcsnakc, yet the band says
they arc not heavy metal, bot
instead hard rock 'n roll. You
could've fooled me. But what
their style isn't, is the generic pop
metal sound so many bands have
taken as their own, Toy Roz has a
hard- driving rock sound that
doesn't slow down.
Lead singer Christopher
Brian Kent sings with a nasal tone
much like that of Alice Cooper.
. His sound is unique to say the
least, originality in a world of
copiers. And Randy 6.'s guitar
chops are some of the best I've
heard. As for the rhythm section,
these guys are unbelievable.
111 Broadway
In the mall at the end of Broadway
& on the corner of Warm Springs
next to TCBY
385-9961
1/2 Pound TeriyakiBeef
wI Rice & Green Salad
1/2'Pound Teriyaki Pork
wi Rice & Green Salad
Only
3~~aCh!
"All Items
Now Barbecued!"
The Associated Students of
BSU have the following positions
available..!Personnel Selection Coordinator
includes "Icc Cream Everyday," a
reincarnation from singer David
Lowery's old band Box O'Laffs),
their future (the song "Never Go
Back" which appears here also
shows up on their next album).
and their "Ringo phase" (their
version of "Photograph").
In 1988, Camper Van
Beethoven signed with Virgin
records and did a thing called Our
Beloved Revolutionary Sweet-
heart. Ithad everything-the
neat, catchy melodies, folkish
touch, the ethnic fiddle stuff,
clever Iyries and a wealth of
personality.
This year, CVB released.Key
Lime Pie. The music is again
extraordinarily well-done.
SonicaIly, it bears resemblance
more to Sweetheart than any of
Bassist Robby Wilson is one of
the best in his field, combining
soul, R&B, and rock 'n roll into
his style. Cecil Free's drum
pounding skills have a gut
wrenching beat, one that shakes
your insides, the way all drum-
mers should sound.
What makes this six-song EP
a great production, is the way
every member's styles comple-
ment the others, Toy Roz is a
tight band that sounds great
together, unlike other bands
whose members who try to vie for
the spotlight.
Toy Roz will be playing at
The Zoo on Nov. 17. Don't miss
them with Rock Candy opening at
9 p.m, Tickets are $5 in advance
from Record Exchange, $6 at the
door.
by Holly M. Anderson ~ - ~'.
The University News '" ~\
The majority of students in
Linda MarieZaerr's Medieval
Drama class this semesteropted
to produce a play rather than
complete the usual research paper.
This hands-on experience with
l Sth Century drama, The Second
Shepherds' Pageant will be .
performed Nov. 16 at 7 p.m. in
the Morrison Center Stage II.
And while this project has
involved "far more work than a
research paper," according to
Zacrr, most of the class. which is
comprised primarily of graduate
and' undergraduate English
students, is enthusiastic. about the
experience.
"Initially we were very
tentative," said director of
publicity and maker of the sheep
noises Phil DeAngcli. "Now we .
are excited but stiIl a little nervous
because none of us are really very
experienced in the theater, except
for Judy."
. Rehearsal director Judy
Anderson, theonly cast member
with practical theater experience,
believes staging The Second
Shepherds' Pageant has been a
their other work. The liner notes
arc second only to those of'
Vampire Can Mating Oven. The
cover they've done (Status Quo's
"Pictures of Matchstick Men"),
they've made their own. There's
more mix of clever rhymes, folk
style and that fiddle-driven not-
rock which, though sometimes
.puts a damper on plain fun, has
been a deeply-rooted and essential
part of Camper Van Beethoven all
along. "I'm alternating between
heavy and light I Between
meaning and nonsense, and
having a drink,"
Where arc theynow?AIl
over the coIlege charts, and on
their way to Boise. On Monday,
Nov. 20, at9:30 p.m., at the Zoo,
Camper Van Beethoven will do
everything they do before your
The University News
very eyes. BSU students can •
purchase tickets to thisSPB-spon-
sored event in advance for $4.50
at all Select-a-Seat outlets or
$7.50 at the door. General
admission, in advance or atthe
door, is $7.50. The show is open
to those 18and over, with alcohol
available for those 21 and over.
Also that night, the Trees come
back to Boise. Ex-natives, now
Scaulites, punk-pop stars
Trecpeople will do the honors of
opening the show. But even
before that, Boise's Mumblypeg
takes the stage for a colorful
presentation of crafty and
melodic, guitar-oriented music.
Who are they? The answer in next
week's issue.
Toy ROl will be In concert with Rock Candy Nov. 17 at The Zoo.
worthwhile effort.
"For me it was the ideal way
to do a class, you took the
knowledge from class and applied
it to a hands-on experience," said
Anderson.
I~ addition to her directing
duties, Anderson stars as the
lamb-stealing Mak, with class-
mate Lucy Kimbro as his oft-
pregnant Gill, in this story
depictingthe events leading up to
the recognition of the Star of
Bethlehem.
In l Sth Century England
groups went from town to town
and village to village performing
the "Passion" plays they had put
together .. The Second Shepherds'
Pageant. is one of these dramas.
Zaerr said the class will "recreate
the playas if they are members of
a guild putting performing for the
townspeople," She also said that
the play is extremely amusing and
audience members will "really be
able to imagine what it would
have been like to be a shepherd "t
that time." . '
Musical accompaniment for
the play is under the direction 'of
Joseph Baldassarre, professor
of music. BSU faeulty members
Mary EIlen Ryder and Dale Boyer
are also participating in the .
presentation. ' '
"I hope if the play is a
success, it encourages more
English classes to try a theatrical
approach' and interdisciplinary
classes between the English and
theaterdepartments," Anderson
.said. '
Tickets for The Second
Shepherds' Pageant are available
in the English department and the
cost is 50 cents for adults. Chil-
dren will be admitted free.
"Ticket sales are going well,"
WELCOME BSU STUDENTS!
1/2 Chicken Teriyaki wi
Rice & Green Salad
• Business. Manager
• Student Exchange Coordinator
Formore information and job descriptions
please contact the ASBSU Office, 2nd floor
.Student Union or call 385·1440.
Zaerr's English class goes theatrical
Forthe Record
In theBabylon A.D. pre-
view in last week's is-
sue the band Living End
was'identified as a local
.group. Living End,
however, is from San'
Francisco.
MarieJones/The Un\Velllty Newt
BS~student Judy Anderson
rehearses for class play.
DeAngeli said .
. However, those unable to
catch the live performance will be
able to watch the production on
Channel 27. The station plans to
tape the show Thursday night, but
the dates and times the program
will air are still undetermined.
TheSkin OfOUf Teethnew-fangled but troubled
~
SKIN
OtiRTEETH
The University News
by Cliff Hall , , • ~ ,C~'_
The University News: . ~ ,..~~ :
The Idaho Shakespeare
Festival, along with the BSU
Theatre Arts Department, is
presenting Thornton Wilder's
"history of mankind in comic
strip" The Skin of Our Teeth Nov.
17 to Nov. 19 in the SPEC at
8:15p.m ..
The three-act, two and a half
hour play douses the viewer with
a veritable flood of topics, from
woman as temptress to human
destruction of our planet. Skin is
whimsical, sarcastic, and touch-
ing-with an obvious post-WW II
dose of sentimentality, despair,
and hope.
This particular adaptation of
the play differs fmm the original
script in many, new-fangled ways.
Video has been introduced, the
final act is much more holocaus-
tic, and there is some new
dialoguc-dialogue that Wilder
couldn't have dreamed of writing.
Seemingly, much of the play
is an exercise in tone. The
director, Rod Ceballos, whose
previous credits include the recent
summer Shakespeare Festival
productions of Troilus and
Cressida and last year's What the
Butler Saw, has shaped the show
toward the modem, topical, and
personally pertinent.
But these tone experiments
don't always work. Much, of the,
third act is so disparate as to jar
the audience into wondering what
the initial intentions of the play
may have been.
His actors strive valiantly to
bring the director's concept to
fruition. Most of them seem to be
enjoying their time on stage.
Plus, they're beautiful to look at-·
the Antrobus family is particularly
perfect visually. And they can,
overall, be heard and understood.
My biggest complaint
regarding the direction may have
to do with the set designer as well.
With a stage as large as the open
one used in the SPEC, you'd think
that there wouldn't have to beso
many huddled masses of actors
ycarningto be free. Much of the
larger group seenes took place in
a space the size of my bathroom.
The chaos at times. was over-
whelming.
The intricate design and
clever usc of costume--including
my favorites: the darling dinosaur
and merry mammoth-is a direct
result of Ted Bernard's imagina-
tion and theatrical genius. It's no
wonder this man finds work
where ever he gocs!
Phil Atlakson's set, with its
inflatable globe, over-sized blue-
print, and tiny house model, is
busy yet functional. I found
myself distracted from the play
over and over again by different,
technically brilliant, set pieces.
For all of its creativity and nair
however, it's fairly obvious that
theset is attempting to say too
much-at least more than the play
(or even Ceballos' directing) is '
trying to say. A couple of
creative strokes would have been
adequate.
The father, Mr. Antrobus, as
played by Mikel MacDonald, is
temperamental and fixated. He
always seems to know just the
right amount of sentiment to play
but, for such a charismatic actor,
it's strange: why is it that we tend
to forget about him when he's not
on stage?
Of all the professional actors
in the company, Gretchen
Rumbaugh stands out as the
trained talent. She is Mrs.
Antrobus, the wife/mother who
finds inner strength to combat any
hostile situation the family may
encounter. She is outstanding and
oozes further potential.
Susan Mundell's Sabina, the
household maid, isa much more
difficult role. And, unfortunately,
she's working so hard to get us to
appreciate different aspects of the
woman tllat she forgets how
bright her audience might be. It's
apparent that she can act from
watching her perform so well in
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last year's Touch of the Poet, a
vivid portrayal of stubborn
daughter, but here something is
amiss. Susan, don't work quite so
hard to get usto laugh-we most
likely will anyway.
The supporting players are all
accommodating with some
priceless funny business supplied'
by Jay Michael Thompson as the
stressed-out usher.
If for no other reason, this
production of Skin of Our Teeth.
should be seen for the completely ,
mind-boggling performance of
Stitch Marker. He is a scream,
His characterizations have always
been brilliant and this is no
exception. Stiteh is, comically
and dramatieally, by far the best
Boise's got-no question. He'll
have you howling in the aisles.
Don't miss it.
Tickets for The Skin of Our
Teeth are available at Select-a-
Scat outlets for $7 students and
seniors and $11 general admis-
sion. There arc some free tickets'
available to BSU students with
IDs at Select-a-Seat outlets the
day before each performance.
by Cliff Hall, _
The University News ' "Uncut Scandal
definitely worth
One of the best films of the
year is now available for home
viewing. Scandal, the story of
Christine Keeler and the sexual
affairs that practically toppled
the British government and
kept the Conservative Party out
checking out
Cliff's heart belongs
to Shirley Valentine
- chances on being true to herself.
Collins also scores huge
marks for being so naturally
funny. This type of adult comic
acting is rare and she docs it so
well it's obvious that when it's
u one right you notice. This is a
pc rfonnance bound for nomina-
tio-i after nomination.
Shirley Valentine 's
British setting may seem strik-
It's true; I was shocked. ingly unfamiliar at first but there
And I suggest you take the chance are enough similarities between
and go get shocked yourself. cultures to make it universal and
The film, Shirley topical. And the aura of affection
Valentine, is a sincere, lively and that surrounds the piece is
clever modem-day tale of a bored infectious. I haven't felt this good
wife and mother with a habit of leaving a theater since, oh, maybe
talking to her kitchen wall-and Educating Rita.
the audience-s-a habit forced out An important warning to
of necessity that allows us to seasoned, cynical viewers:
know the character inside and out. Shirley Valentine begins with one
. This enchanting, of the most sickening cpening
unusually well-directed picture credit sequences I've ever seen or
never ever becomes predictable. heard. Patti Austin's voice
You'll find at least two twists of combined with the Alan/Marilyn
character or action that will leave Bergman lyrics/music and the
you smiling. And in film today it pukey, somber drawings almost
,isn't often you get such careful, had me Jlceing the theater holding
unexpected nuances. my mouth. It was so horrible I
The true heart of this may never truly recover.
'gem is its star, Pauline Collins. But don't give up the
,Clearly attached to the role of the ship just because some sicko in
title character, Collins is a ' marketing felt this to be the best
': revelation; it's crystal-clear why way to open an otherwise bcauti-
she won numerous awards for her ful film. It only gets beuer after
stage version. 'She is fascinating that false start. And, if you're like
towatch-s-the little girl that me, you'll be glad you stuck
seemingly grew dowdy overnight. around to give ita chance.
Every moment is emotionally on Playing an exclusive
the mark and sound. What a . en&agement at the 8th Street
perfect; vivid portrayal this is of a Marketplace,
plucky woman willing.to take .
by Cliff Hall
The University News
One surprise after
another: who'd've guessed that
I'd enjoy a movie about a
disgruntled English housewife
who dreams of "finding" herself
and then like it enough to recom-
mend?
'r l1li l1li - l1li - l1li l1lil1li l1li l1li l1li - _ .. l1li - -,- -,
:Domino's Pizza:
!$5· ~t~ 1 LARGE !
I • PEPPERONI I
I (Not limited to one pizza) II
I Call us! II I
I. ,expires 11/22 345-5551 I
. , I."IJ,t e 1989 DPI. uurd,lVo" 2162 Bro'adway III 1tutJV.!:(J~ @ C<l1ryless than 20 00. II
.. -f),~' Limited delivery area 343-5995 I
: "rrPjl/(f14'~ Bolse.fdahc . III ». .
II vW' 1013 Vista ..
for around 15 years, is heart-
wrenching, yet also more fun
than you might have imagined.
Joanne Whalley-Kilmer
and John Hurt arc extraordinary
in their characterizations as
Keeler and her Svengali. Ian
McKlellan is, as usual, at the
top of the acting ladder, and the
soundtrack is quite enjoyable
for its '60s pop hits. There also
Hyousrnoke
10,000 cigarettes ayear;
giving up 20 '
won't kill you,
In fact, it might save your life.
All you have to do is join
millions of other Americans
and give up smoking for a day.
Because ifyou can quit for a day,
you can quit for life.
For more information,
call I-800-ACS-2345.
JoinThe ,
GreatAn1erican Sm<ikeout,
November 16.
is an acting cameo by The Fine
Young Cannibal's Roland
Gift-he's good as a head that
Christine falls for until he starts
getting shot at.
This film is one of my
favorites of the year so far. 1L
surprised me it was so good. ,
And now, if you rent the video
tape, you'll be able to sec what
theater gocrs missed out on:
the footage excised from the
movie to get its R rating. Like
Angel Heart and 9 112 Weeks,
it's unrated-or X, whichever
you prefer-and can be
enjoyed in the privacy of your
own home.
Recommended.
~- __ ~_~_I111 __ --- IIII.
Films House Manager
• Must be a full time student
• Service Award position'
Application deadline Nov. 22, 1989
For more information and job descriptions
please contact the ASBSUOffice,2ndfioor
. Student Union or call 385-1l47
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A Bouquet of
Yellow
Fiction
Photos
Poetry
Art
by Perry Waddell
The force of evil passed her
temple, calling out for acceptance.
Through her glaze the white, slip-
pery knot towered above like a
Roman statue: muscular and
smooth, Boom! Boom! The
room Shook as she pounded her
fist on the bare, wom, blue,
wooden table. She slammed and
slammed her while hand until it
was overcome with numbness and
would no longer open. Just one
more small slice of cowardiee
would be enough, just a hair
more, even a wisp of cowardice.
Slam! She cracked her head on
the comer of the table, slipping- in
a black puddle on the floor. Her
hands fell the wet, warm, blood as
her vision was impaired by the
redness. She was dizzy as her
ears began to ring.
This is ill This was finally ill
She had found that last bit of cow-
ardice. The table comer thrust
into her gut as she slid onto the
faded red wood floor, Within
three deep breaths she was on her
hands and knees, three more and
she was on the table, left hand
holding the angel: Two hands in
the air and on her feel she put on
her new necklace, her muscular,
smooth necklace. Years went by
as she held the angel with
moonlighl streaking across her
cheek and breast. "God is a mata-
dor and I .amthe proud bull .with
red skin," she said to herself.
Then, like any great bull, she
kicked her feet and rubbed them
into the earth making a huge
cloud of dust. The angel tight-
ened and the table fell on its side,
broken leg and comer. I sent her
a bouquet ?f yellow roses.
:::::::;::::::::::::::;::::::;:;:::::;:::::::::::;::::::::::::::::::~:::::
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Do Vincr Rosebarb
Sail, skl or snorkel with.Outdoor Adventure Program
The University News
by Holly M.Anderson
The University News
Bored with studying? Do you
often find yourself drifting away,
daydreaming about laking a dream
vacation spcntsnorkcling and scuba-
diving in warm, clear, blue waters?
Are you simply so overwrought with
financial and academic stress, that
you spend hours dwelling on the
fact you haven't been able tobrcaka-
way for a fun-filled weekend in
ages? Want to escape for the spring
break of a student's lifetime, but
traditional' Fort Lauderdale seems
out of reach?
';1 No need LOdismiss your desires
J as mere fantasies any longer. BSU's
~' Outdoor Adventure Program has
., four great trips planned for spring
;~ semester, Relatively inexpensive,
( any of the four ean earn full-time
'~\: students one fitness activity credit
.~ and a guaranteed good time.
)c"".
.~' The long Presidents' Day week-
;1 end, Feb. 17 - 19, can be spent
IE schussing down the ski slopes of
f,i, Jackson Hole, Wyo. Roundtrip
I 1Y; trove] by van, lodging in a hotel one
t!, and a half blocks from downtown
~!~~~~~~~~~eyft:~g~~~e;i~~;:
~I for $150 for full-lime students arid
$160 for others, Travelers need lei
bring food and spending money and An additional minimum $10 a
ski equipment. ' Those not owning day is needed for food and bever-
equipment should check into rent- ages and an extra fee will be charged
inggearfromBSU'sOutdoorRental- for an optional trip LOSan Pedro Is-
Center before 'departure or bring land to snorkel with the sea lions.
extra eash to rent in Jackson Hole. The trip is $45 more for those who
Randy Miller, director of the arc not full-time BSU students.
Outdoor Adventure Program, en- "There is no set itinerary," Miller
courages students to register for the said, "In other words, if you want to
ski weekend as soon as possible as go to Mexico, Boise State's obliga-
it "fills up quick" and the trip is Iim- tion is your transportation and lodg-
ited to 30 participants. ing. As a trip leader, I will help set
While the class/trip is primarily up fishing and snorkeling and guide
of an alpine ski nature, Miller said you to the buses and, the banks.
the Outdoor Adventure Program Nobody is there to baby-silo" The
will work out plans for cross-coun- Outdoor Adventure Program has
try skiers or others wishing to join taken approximately 20 trips to
the group on this excursion. "The Mexico.
cost (of the trip) is even lower for Another 'spring break ~option
those not needing the three day ski- available through the Outdoor
pass," Miller added. Adventure Program involves back-
Students hoping instead for a packing with 1Iamas in the Can-
sun/water vacation, should enro1l in yonlands of Utah. $360 ($370 for
lheSanCarlos,Mexicospringbreak those not full-time BSU students)
trip. The Spring 1990 directory of includes round-trip transportation,
classes says the course offers "the three meals per day, guide, 1Iama
ultimate in rccrcatlon and leisure service and camp fees.
(and) opportunities for photogra- This walking LOuris lcdby Jack
phy, scuba diving, fishing, hiking Long, whom Miller calls "a real
and bird watching.' outdoorsrnan," and "will explore
According to Miller, the $250 crystal-clear pools.tall cliffs, natu-
cost covers bus transportation to ral arches and the ancient ruins of
and from Mexico and lodging "in' the Anasazi Cliffdwellers," accord-
places right on thewater equipped ing to the class directory. Miller
with kitchenettes," added that the trails arc easy and
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"the cooking is great, offering good,
nutritious, well planned meals,"
Learning to sail a 65"foot boat
on a cruise though ihe Bahama Is-
lands will certainly lake a student's
mind off the misery of finals. Led
by Miller for the ninth year, .thc
Bahamas trip sets sail May 18 ~26
for lhe largest island in the Baha-
mas, and the least populated, An-
dros Island as wen the ports of
Nassau and Chub Cay.
"We crew our boats. Do our
own cooking. Do our own every-
thing ... If you don't know how to
sail, we'll leach you right on the
boat," Miller said, adding "It's an
exce1lent trip for the price,"
The trip costs $425 for full-time
students, $450 for a1l others and
includes the seven-day boat trip, all
meals and docking fees.
The cost of transportation to and
from Miami, Fla., where the boats
arc docked, is the responsibility of
the travelers, but Miller said he
searches out group rates and will
assist with the hunt forthe bestdcaI.
Typically airfare has ranged from a
lowof $189 to an average of $350
he said. Travelers also need addi-
tional monies for taxi fare and extra
food and drinks.
A $50 deposit is required for the
Bahamas trip and a payment plan
can be arranged through the Out-
door Adventure Program to pay the
balance.
Miller encourages those wish-
ing to scuba in the Bahamas to lake
their certification classes in Boise
as "it is much cheaper to lake classes
here,"
Group meetings are planned for
every trip before departure to work
out accommodation arrangements, .
share information and work out lo-
gistics.
"I would encourage people to
sign up early," Miller said. "All
trips, especia1ly the Mexico trip, fill
up quickly," For more information,
contact the Outdoor Adventure
Program at 385-1951. To find out
which course number to register
for, sec pages 22, 66 and 67 of the
Spring 1990 directory of classes.
And for those of you sti1l day-
dreaming for adventure, but can not (
break away until the summer, don't
give up hope. The Outdoor Adven-
ture Program will be sponsoring a
bicycle tour on the San Juan Islands
July 21 - July 28. Cost is $280 for
visits LOSan Juan, Orcas arid Lopez
Island. Happy cycling.... '
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
~Zinn suggests feachingin a way to prevent war
sons have "made you complacent
and led you LObelieve everything
will be taken care of. What a paitrY
view of democracy lhat is.
"Progress has been achieved
nolthrough lhe normal mechanisms
of government, but from whal ordi-
nary people diq," Zinn said. ,
Zinn LOldlhe audience activ-
ism may start slow, but it can work.
He said lhat in 1964, a mere 100
people protested the View am War
in BOSLOnCommon. By 1969, more
than 100,000 people'sLOod in Bos-
ton Common protesting lhe same
war.
"I don't believe in neutrality
in history," offered Zinno
.A noted anti-war historian, Zinn
added, "We should want to leach
hisLOry in such· a way to prevent
war. That's not neutral, but that's
lhe way it should be,"
Zinn's BSU visit was spon-
sored by the BSU Student Programs
Board lectures committee.
Osterloh ----
continued/rom page J
acted beyond it's jurisdiction by
disqualifying him. He said the
Election Board denied him, due
process because they ·received
Love's complaint o~ Monday and
held a hearing Tuesday.
Osterloh said ASBSU election'
code states the defcndant has seven
days LOprepare for his defense, or
waive thci,r righlo According to
Osterloh, tic never had lhe chance to
waive his right aTldhe sai~ that was,
only one of lhe rules broken by the "
Election Board. "I feellhe Election
Board should study judiciary proc
cedure if they're going to bejudi-
cial body 1x'-C<1lL~elh y violated nu-.
merous rules,"
"I'm confidant lhe board will
rule in my fav,or," said Osterloh;
Sandmeyer said lhe Election. ...
Board f01l0wed' the rules. "The
Chief Justice reaffirmed what we
did and we conflfmed itl.hrough the
minutes of lhe Senate meeting when
that jurisdiction waS established,"
Sandmeyer said. "We checked it
out extensively before we went
ahead wilh it"
t by HOllyM. Anderson.
.The University News
~\,
[C. The "big fat" history texIS
h we've been reading since grammar
I~".•",'. :,.,'~~~;N;;~~~~~le~o~~;~~~~• included,. former Boston Univer-sity professor Howard Zinn LOldan" audience of more lhan 400 in lhe
"
• Student Union Ballroom on Nov. 9.
. "Most history books and his-
) tory education advance a certain
way of lhinking to keep a popula-
tion in line," Zinn said.
Citing the dramatic labor
struggle,lhe women's movements
during lhe late 19th and early 20th
centuries and the plight of the poor
as examples, Zinn suggested lhe
information most' often left out of
hisLOrytexts arc lhose Which ignite
class consciousness.
, "Clas~ consciousness is a very
dangerous lhing LOarouse - espe-
Anti-war historian Howard
linn explains how history
texts are otten void of the
Information that needs to
be Included.
cia1ly in a countrY where you arc
supposed to have ~o classes,"
In addition to believing the
adage lhat a1l humans are created
equal, Zinn said most Americans
believe "if it is written down, it
must be true,"
ijowever, he reminded the
audience;lhe 14th Amendment was
a part of lhe Constilution almost a
century before blacks actuall:( ob-
tained lhe true civil rights, due lhem
under lhe amendment.
"History is a matter of life and
dcath,"Zinn said. "That's why lhere
is so much control over what people
learn. Ideas arc so important,"
- The typical school civics les-
ESSAYS a REPORTS', -----------,
19,278tochoosoirom-allsub)ects 'When ItComes To Laser Output"
Order' CalaJog Today wilh VlsaJMC or COD.. 8qnq:~~~;9J2622We Get YouOff to A
Or. rush $2.00 10:Essays & Roports' Great Start.
11322 Idaho Avs.I206-SN. los Angeles. CA90025
. Cust1lm ressarch also available-ali levels
Interested In Law,School?
k~.GONZAGAUNIVERSllY.iii .SCHOOL OF LAW
HP's affordable Great Start
font cartridg(~ is a great way
to add more font options •
to the affordable IWi('
HP LaserJelllP printer.
• Gives documents a
professional look
• Includes'special
spreadsheet font
."/iill HEWLETT
~f..M PACKARD
:tuJh.orl:,'d {)t'o·/t"
,HP LaserJet
lIP Printer
$ 995 w/cable , $75
HP Great Start
. Font Cartridge
Call the HP Specialists for Facu!ryISta./fpricing!
OREGON DIGITAL
.. COMPUTER PRODUCTS, INC.
5505 Kendall St., Boise 377-1521
. (off Irvingberween Curtis &Orchard)
The Associated Students of
BSU are accepting applications
for the position of TREASURER
QUALIFICATIONS: The ASBSU Treasurer
must be an Associated Student during hislher
term in office and shall conformwith the
appointment guidelines of the ASBSU
.Constitution. The ASBSU Treasurer must be an
AccOunting major with at least twelve credits in
accounting inclUding the first semester of
Intermediate'~ccounting (AC304).
. Application deadline November 17, 1989
IfyOli are interested, please pick-up an
application at the ASBSU Office or call
. 385-1440 •
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Fans get a
sneak peek
at women's
'> basketball
by Marjie Geier
The University News
Opinion
Hall will get
Christmas
cards
by Corky Hansen
The University'News
It's no secret that, following
two consecutive Bronco losses
caused by erratic and largely unin-
spired play, BSU Head Football
Coach Skip Hall was losing ground
on most supporters' Christmas-card
lists,
Now.afteranemotional Bronco
victory over Eastern Washington
and an assurance for his third straighl
winning season, Hall is regaining
what popularity be had lost with
Boise big-wigs, as was shown by
the applause he received upon en-
tering the Fifth Quarter Club fol-
lowing the game,
In themidstofthedefeats, when
BSU was dominated 78-27 in two
games, critical fans took advantage
of Coach Hall's radio talk show to
voice theirrespcctivc opinions about
what needed to be done to cure the
team's disease, Questions surfaced
on topics ranging from an alleged
confrontation between two Boise
State assistants to religious biases
within the program,
, The University News also re-.. . E t W hl t ceived an opinion, in the form of aInwin over as ern as Ing on letter to the editor. It couldn't be
used in the letters to the editor por-
tion of our paper because the author
didn't sign his (or her) name; in-
stead, it was signed: "A person who
can just look at the situation and
say, 'My grandmother could do
better."
Upon reading the remark, two':
questions come to mind: Who is
this person's grandmother, anyway?
And, more importantly, why isn't
she playing' ball somewhere?
"I don't want to be content to
say 'maybe next year," the anony-
mous author wrote. "Nextyear has
come and gone year after year. So
let'stake a good look at the coach-
ing,the athletes, and perhaps most
important the recruiting system."
Ah, yes, the true voice of panic.
Is the creation of il "revolving-
door" coaching system theanswer?
No, I don't think so,
Should the program revamp its
recruiting system and bring athletes
to Boise State who don 'tgo to class,
who get in trouble time and time
again with the Jaw, and who make
walking across campus a death
wish? "
NQ, I don't think that's the
answer either.
At the risk of sounding "gung-
ho" and all of that, let me say tllC
W's and L's and playoff berths aren't
the bottom. line here. Programs that
get trapped into this fraine of mind
arc usually those that find them-
selves banned from the NCAA for
paying atll1etes to play for them,
and they are usually those who in"
crease their players' strength and
quickness (which leads ,to wins,
translating into job security) by
pumping their museles with health-
deteriorating steroids.
A priority cheCk is definitely
warranted. Allow me to quote Jeff
Welseh'i; col umn in theNov. 8/ dOho
Statesman:
"Are we talking football or
famine? Touchdowns onerrorists7
End runs or earthquakes?"
Amen! I say:-and this applies.
lJoma~terwhat religion yP~ pr~rer.
;'
;.<
Three hundred and twenty fans
cheered on the BSU women's bas-
ketball team in an exhibition game
against the Salvation Army AAU
team last Friday night.
The Broncos, under the guid-
ance of new head coach June Daugh-
erty, defeated the Saints 81-74 and
gave the fans a peck at the Broncos'
new look. ' '
Gone are the slow-down Bron-
cos of the past, replaced by an up-
,) tempo, fast-paced team that never
allows for a dull moment. And with
less than four weeks of practice
under their belts, the Broncos are
off to an exciting start.
Coach Daugherty credits their
first win of the season to the empha-
sis they have put on conditioning.
"Our goal is to be the best condi- Kari Smith who seemed tomakethe
tioned team in the conference," she transition from high school to col-
said. "And conditioning was the lege basketball without a bad case
key to our winning tonight." of the jitters.
Her players agree. Junior for- "All four young ladies come
ward Becky Sievers noted, "We're from outstanding high school pro-
in lots better shape this year. To- grams. I was really pleased with
night we ran them down and fa- how they played," Daugherty said.
tigued them." Outstanding players in Friday's Quarterback Mike Virden
Friday's exhibition game game include juniors Becky Sicv- by Matt nrltsch checked off his' receivers and
served manypurposes,notonly was ers and Kelly Heagy with 13points The University News dumped the hall to a crossing
it the unveiling of the new and and 9 rebounds each, and senior Stayner who was just beyond the
improved Broncos, butcoachcsand Niki Gamez, also with 13 points. After spending a week line of scrimmage, Stayner broke
players alike were given the oppor- Basketball fans will be able, to shrouded from the media, the BSU through five tacklers and was
tunity to test their strengths and sec the BSU women's basketball Broncofootball team emerged from brought down by a sixth just as he
recognize their weaknesses. Coach team in action on Nov. 24 in the the Varsity Center spirited and crossed the goal line with 19,451
Daugherty pointed out three areas opening round of the Real Dairy' charged with energy to face the vis- fans cheering him on.
,.,. whcrcthc Broncoswilldcvotcsomc Classic. Boise State is hosting the itingEWU Eagles. Aftcr two quar- His reception gaveBSU its first
extra practice time, including abcucr Classic and the Broncos will take tcrs of play they returned to their lead of the day and shifted the entire
execution of the offense, a quicker, Southern Utah State at 3:00 p.m. locker room in a thick fog despite momentum of the game
morccomrollcd fastbreak,andmore According to Coach Daugh- the cloudless 68 degree weather. On the ensuing kickoff Brian
aggressive rebounding. The Bron- crty, the Broncos can't wait to get '''It was very quiet in the locker Matson came up with a fumble
cos do not have the advantage of the season underway. "People are room," said center Pat McDade of recovery after EWU botched the
height on their side this year, but going to be hearing about the best the mood at halftime. reception. From then on the Bron-
Coach 'Daugherty says her team's kcpt sccrot in womcn'sbaskctball," With his team behind by 13 cos cruised to a 27-20 victory de-
intensity and all-out effort will more she said. points, Coach Skip Hall challenged spite a late touchdown by EWU,
I> than makeup for their lack of height. , them to give everything they had. Mike Virden who was surprised
Coach Daugherty was quick to And iu the second half of the game, by his entry into the game in the first
praise her team including her four tight end Larry Stayner sparked the quarter was not surprised by the
young freshman players Lyndsie Broncos with a 66-yard pass recep- final outcome. "We knew we could
Rico, April Cline, Jill Sturing and tion. find a weakness in the EWU de-r-----~~----------......-- -,;,---------------..,fcnsc,' he said, "In tlle first halftlle
Eagles took away what we wanted
to do offensively with solid de-
fense."
Coach Hall and his staff agreed.
In the second half they aborted the
vertical passing routes and went witll
shorter crossing patterns to beat the
EWU zone defense. The coaches
also emphasized returning to the
fundamentals,stressing thebig plays
would ~ome only after the textbook
plays had becn completed success·
fully. To alleviate confusion be·
tween the coaching staff and the
quarterback, the plays were sent in
with a runner.
Wide receiver Ricky Hill wa~
not surprised by the victory. "I know
we're a second-half team and being
down by I3 points did not seem
Kelly Baker, senl'or ml'd- E 'kH I .,' d r unreachable. After a hard week offl ,e geson,Jumor elensive-' '
dleblocker from Auburn, Wash., d f' 'B' h K' I practice our paycheck is winningen rom IS op e Iy High the game."
had 40 kills, 12 blocks, 11 digs School, had seven tackles, in~ ,
rour'servl'ceacesandacombl'ned I d' fi ..... ' Next week's game is against a
II c u mg our quartewack sacks ~ 'd
hitting percentage of .471 in upping his league-leading sack orml able University of I,daho
matches against Eastern Wash- total to 161/2 forthe season, in Vandal squad, but in the eyes of
ington and Nevada-Reno last Saturday's game. linebacker Tim O'Conner, "This
k game has kept all our hopes alive
I-~_~~ w_ee_._~ ~ - ..;.;J for the playoffs."
BlJon BockorlThe Unlverllty New.
Washington's Jamie Buenzll (on the turf) gets squashed under a wall of Blue. Scott Russell(44),
Darrln Lyle (19), Kenny Kuehl (7) and Frank Robinson (3) strutt their stuff.
Broncos come back kicking
BSUAthletes of the Week
t·
I
'\
,.~-'
Chris Thomas, sophomore half-
back from Kent, Wash., rushed
for 105 y\ll'ds on 24 aitempts,
including two touchdowns,.and
caught four passes for 40 yards
in BSU's 27-20 win against East-
em Washington.
".~.\
~nn...t~... ...- ~ ,.. .., _.. ..- -,.
----------------------*-----F - - --
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Cross country finishes season Broncos split to end regular season
The University News
Sky.
Junior Kevin Buller fin-
ished the race in 33:04, Mark
_--------- , . Lacey, a frcshman,caineacross
The Boise State men's and . in 33:46, and juniors Bruce
women's cross country teams Davidson and Sid Sullivan fin-
ran in what turned out to be ished 33:50 and 34: 10, rcspec-
their last competition of the tivcly.
1989 season last Saturday. The Bronco women runners
BigSkyChampionshipjNCAA placed third in the conference,
District 7 Meet was held in Salt with 81 team points. Northern
Lake City for the seeond con- Arizona, led by Laura
sccutivc year, The meet serves Treadwell's winning time of
as a springboard for thcNCAA 17:09, bccamechampion ofthe
Cross Country Championships, Big Sky going away, as they
which will be located in Anna- scored 25 points. Weber State
polis, Md. on Nov. 20. ' , , placed just ahead ofBSU in the
Bronco men placed a dis- standings with 74 total points.
appointing eighth in the Big Boise State junior Kathy
Sky. Weber State won the Karpelplaced fifth in the 5,000
conference with 54 total points, meter race with a time of 17:41,
14 points ahead of Montana, her second-best time of the
which placed seeond. season.
RobinCard, ajunior from BSU freshman Sara Her-
Boise, placed the highest of man placed 16th in the confer-
Bronco runners in the 10,000 ence as she completed the
meterracewithatimeof30:54. course in 18:22. Herman was
Card placed third in the Big followed closely by sophomore
Sky, and fifth overall. Dana Perry who finished 17th
Junior Danny Crane from with a time of 18:23.
London, England, was the only DanaPerry ,another sopho-
BSU runner besides Card to more, finished 'with a time of
place in the conference's top 18:25, good for 19th, andjun-
20. Crane ran the course in iorJenny Beatty ran the course
31:52, good for 16th in the Big in 18:38.
by Corky Hansen
The University News
Golf under a ·full·moon
he and his friends moved to the jeep
as quickly possible to assist the
accident victims.
What arc the odds for pulling "The bottom of the jeep wason
accident victims from the flaming fire,"hesaid. "A man ranouton the
wrcckagcof'avchiclcancrwimcss- freeway to try to stop a car with a
ing it flying off ail interstate free- fire extinguisher and almost got hit
way onto a golf course, and then himself. I finally grabbed a tarp
going on to shoot a hole-in-one-s- from the jeep and put out the fire:"
all on the same day on the same He said the man and woman
Idaho golf course? who were riding in jhc jeep had
Well,thatisjustwhathappcned been wearing their seat belts, but
to BSU adjunct faculty member still appeared to have sustained in- ,.
Patrick Cunningham on Saturday at juries, although he could riot say
Centennial Golf Course in Nampa. how serious the injuries were.
Out for a pleasant sunny after- "I had so much adrcnalin in my
noon and 18 holes of golf, Cunning- system I got a stomach ache," said
ham was approaching the third green Cunningham.' ,
with friends Brian Warthen and Jim But after the ambulance had
Frandsen of Boise when the .trio taken the couple to the hospital,
witnessed a jeep leap the guard rail Cunningham' and his friends pro-
offI-84 , fly airborneseveml hundred cccdcd 'with their golf game.
feet then careen down a steep em- And on the seventh hole, Cun-
bankment finally coming to reston ningham shot a hole in one.
its roofncarthe fairway to the third " '~Ijust ~ouldn't believe it," he
green. . , said.ulsawitanditlookedsog~d.
"I just said 'forget the golf for "And when it went in the cup, I Just
now," Cunningham said. He said said 'Ycahl'"
by Will Spearman
The University News
SPORT·S
EXCHANGE
1033Broadway
Boise 385-0400
OFF$5f)J1 --,,... ;; ;;...-
~":~:":'''
BRONCO
SWEATSHlRTS-& '"
SWEATPANTS
by Corky Hansen
The University News
The women's volleyball team
ended Big Sky regular season play
at the old gym last week playing
first Eastern Washington on Thurs-
day, Nov. 9 followed by Saturday's
home finale against Nevada-Reno,
Nov. 11,.
Boise State lost to Eastern
Washington on Thursday 15-9, 7-
15,13-15,5-15,and in the process
lost the home court advantage for
the Big Sky Championships, but
ended the regular season on a high
note in sweeping Nevada-Reno, IS-
5,16-14, IS-I.
After playing to a 9-9 draw in
game one against Eastern, the Bron-
cos scored the last six points to win
15-9.
Momentum began to swing the
Eagles' way in game twowhen they
scored the last seven points en route
to a 15-7 win.
Eastern Washington enjoyed a
7-2 advantage in game three before
Boise State fought back to a 13-12
lead. After a time-out, the Eagles
scored three consecutive points
behind two Juli Argatow kills and
Janie Hogan service ace.
Game four was disastrous for
the Broncos. The Broncos went
Hough almost their entire serving
rotation before a Debbie Hansmann
ace made the score 1-4, but the"
Eagles continued to dominate at the
net on both offense and defense.
EW had five of their II team blocks
in the last portion of the fourth game,
and won going away; 15-5.
Coach Pharmer cited poor
blocking and impatience as having
a big part in the loss, but added that'
the problems were by no means
unfixable. "We'll regroup and talk
about the match, and about where
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UNPLANNED'
PREGNANCY?
Idaho Youth Ranch
ADOPTION
SERVICES
Free counseling
Choice ofAdoptive Parents
- 342- 6805
1416 W. Franklin Street. Boise
Ail services conlldenllat
Senior outside hitter Debbie Hansman (left) attempts a net-kill
against Nevada. Reno. The Broncos closed out the match 15-1, ...
we're going from here."
In Saturday's match, the Bron-
cos went two places: Back to the
Old Gym, and downtown on the
Wolfpack, handing the Big. Sky
doormat lass number 13 in 16 con-
ference matches.
"We felt really relaxed," com-
mented seniormiddleblocker Sandy
Stewart of the team's play.
Boise State jumped out to a 8-
2 lead in the first game, and didn't
look back, winning 15-5.
Nevada-Reno led game two 12-
7 at one time, and 14-10 later on
before the Broncos came back to tie
at 14 behind solid net play andjun-
. ioroutside-hitterCarrie Best's serve.
Twoconseeutive Debbie Hansmann
kills gave BSU a 16- I5 advantage
before a combined net-block by
middleblockers Kelly Baker and
Sandy Stewart made the score 17-
15.
In the third and final game of
the match, the Broncos led 13-0
before Nevada-Reno was able to
puta point on the board. Boise State
closed out the match with a 15-1
victory; IIof the points came when
sophomore setter Alyssa Victor was
at the serve.
The Broncos will play Mon-
tana in the firstroundofthe Big Sky
championships in Cheney, a team
they have beaten twice already this
season .. Eastern Washington will
battle Idaho state in the other open-
ing-round match. The Eagles have
split with ISU tn regular season
play, each one had beaten thcirothcr
on their home court.
Pregnant?,
Need help?
Boise Optometric Care
Dr. Steven G. Snapp
Optometrist
300 Mallard Drive, Suite 110
Lake Pointe Centre
Boise, Idaho 83706
·342-4841
Free pregnancy test
Birthright: 342-1898
All help Is c.onfldentlal & free
~.i\:.:utripg
ON THE GROVE
ROIMain. 342-R747
Family Vision Care
Contact Lenses
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EARN $2,000 -$4,000 Searching for employ-
mcntthat perm its workingyourown hours, but still.
chalIenging enough for your entrepreneurial skills?
Manage programs for Fortune 500 companies.
Earn $2,000 to $4,000. CalI 1-800-932-0528, ext.
11. Ideal for grad students,
NANNIES!!! As the fastest growing agency in
the East, we offer immediate placement in the New
York, New Jersey, Connecticutarcas. Our agency's
"plus" is 111atyou personally meet with our parents
and children before you accept a position. Certified
training classes offered. Great benefits-paid vaca-
I . tion, health insurance, and more. Over 250 nannies
placed yearly .. Yearly employment only. NAN-
NIES PLUS 1-800-752-0078.
EXCELLENTSUMMERANDCARREERO~
PORTUNITIES now available for college students
and graduates with Resort Hotels, Cruiselines, Air-
lines, Amusement Parks and Camps. For more
information and an application; write National
Collegiate Recreation Service; PO Box 8074; Hil-
ton HC<ld,S.C. 29938.
ATTENTION· HIRING! Government jobs-
your area. $17,840 -'$69,485. CalI 1-602'838-
8885. Ext. R5924.
IIELPW ANTED! International company look-
ing for interpreter for following languages; Japa-
nese, Hebrew and Spanish. Excellent opportunity
and income. Call TJ. Ham 323-9094.
RENTAL!! Partially furnished 2 bedroom house
in the north end. I'm going to school in L.A.,
January through April or May. Gas, heat, dish-
.washcr, fenced yard. $300. Mike336-7340.
," FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED!! $175/
month. Private room and bath in mobile home.
Maple Grove & Fairview area. No smoking, drink-
ing, or pets, Call Andrea 378-8319.
LOOKING FOR ROOMMATE: Male, non-
smoker to share large 2-bdrm w/wash/dry, dish/w,
A/C, nice patio/balcony, and covered parking. ncar
,1 BSU. Call me! Ken at work: 385-1559 for home:
338-9493. .
H~MALE OR MALE ROOMMATE. Mature,
considerate, open-minded, non-smoker to share 2
bdrm house in North End ncxuo Hollywood super-
market. $150 mnth + $100 deposit + 1/2 utilities.
Great Location, furnished!! CalI Mike 336-3573.
ATTENTION -GOVERNMENT HOMES from
I $1 (If-repair). Delinquent lax propcny.Rcposscs-
. sions. CalI 1-602-838-8885 Ext. GH5924.
FOR SALE: 2 bdrm mobile home with Den
8000 Manassas, Boise $10,500. CalI Jerry at 888--
2627.
Is It True ...Jeeps for $44 through the Govern-
ment? .Cal! for facts! 1-312-742-1142 Ext, 9445-
A.
,~ For Sale: Tandy Trs-80 computer with cassette
load and word processor program. Hook up to your
TV. $80. Call Jeff at 345-8204.
For Sale. K2 Carbon LTD~1989 ski. Size 195 cm
with Salomon 957 compositc--$375. Fischer RS
Super FS Ski, size 195 em with Salomon 747-$250.
Dynastar prosoft ski, size 185 cm with Salomon
647, $150. Call Erie 345·8089. Leave message.
Need Auto Body Repair? From minor fender
.' benders to complete paint jobs. We'll beat most
body shop prices. 10% student discount. The Wet
Look Auto Body. 375-8624.
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